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Executive Summary
The Enhancement Plan for the S. Main Street Corridor was prepared as part of the City of Lima’s
Weed and Seed Program. The Weed and Seed Program has two goals. The first is for law
enforcement agencies and prosecutors to cooperate in “weeding out” criminal activity in the
community. The second goal is for public agencies, community based organizations and the
private sector to work together to “seed” neighborhood improvement. The Weed and Seed
program is funded by the U.S. Department of Justice. This program is currently focusing on the
South Main Street corridor. A major goal of this effort is to prepare a plan to provide the
direction and strategy for “seeding” improvement in this community.
The S. Main Street corridor has witnessed significant changes over the past several years. A
declining quality-of-life has resulted from broad neighborhood-wide property disinvestment,
declining homeownership, high unemployment, loss of businesses and population and increased
security issues, particularly drugs and prostitution. While disinvestment and related problems
have taken their toll on the area, there is a general feeling of optimism that conditions can be
reversed, based on the downtown improvements at the northern end and the future Global
Energy investments at the southern end of the district.
The following vision statement has been prepared for the district:
All sectors of the community will work together to establish the South Main Street district
as a safe and diverse neighborhood of choice. There will be increased homeownership
and more housing choices. Vacant lots will be redeveloped for infill housing and existing
homes will be improved. The S. Main business corridor will be enhanced with new small
businesses serving the residents of the area as part of the revitalization of the entire
community. Higher paying manufacturing and high technology jobs will be available for
residents who will have expanded higher education and training opportunities. There
will be an effective community based organization actively working to rebuild the
community in partnership with the City and the private sector.
The enhancement plan has three primary focuses: 1) Strengthening the S. Main Street
commercial corridor; 2) Revitalizing the surrounding neighborhoods and; 3) Increasing local
organizational capacity.
South Main Street
S. Main Street has experienced a loss of businesses and increased physical deterioration. A
clustering strategy is proposed to group similar activities together along this 1.4 mile corridor. A
Zoning Overlay District is recommended to help implement this strategy and improve the overall
design and appearance of the district. The focus for pedestrian oriented neighborhood retail and
neighborhood services is proposed for the heart of the District at Kibby and S. Main Streets.
Businesses to be recruited include a grocery, pharmacy, and branch bank. Specific office uses are
identified and recommended for the area closest to downtown. A mixed-use district is
recommended for the area south of Vine Street along the east side of S. Main. This district
should include a business incubator focused on small businesses that have potential to provide
services to industries located on the west side of S. Main Street. A gas station is also
recommended. Business recruitment and retention processes have also been recommended.
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Several new Catalyst real estate development projects to spur further improvements are also
recommended for the district. A strategy for developing market rate housing along the Ottawa
River to link S. Main Street with Downtown is proposed.
Surrounding Neighborhoods
While South Lima neighborhood has a weak housing market, various sections have different
levels of disinvestment and require approaches based on their conditions, private and public
investment and available resources. These communities have been classified into three
designations:
 Conservation Areas – parts of the community that are in good condition and of high quality
with a relatively strong market, high home ownership and low vacancy rate.
 Stabilization Areas – sections of the community in which housing issues center on deferred
maintenance, some properties needing major rehabilitation and only a few vacant lots. There
are stagnant property values, increasing vacancies, and/or a weakening market.
 Redeveloping Areas – these areas have more sever problems and are experiencing high levels
of population and housing decline, vacant housing, high renter occupancy, low value homes,
single-person households, a large number of vacant homes and lots and conflicting land uses.
Specific and broad based strategies for improving each respective district are identified.
Strategies include new programs and requesting all existing housing providers to target and
coordinate their current resources within target areas. The plan recommends linking housing and
neighborhood improvements to key investments such as the construction of Liberty Elementary
School and Lima South Middle School, the new public schools in the district, and Whittier Place
in which an entire block is being redeveloped. The areas surrounding these investments are 1st
year priorities for targeted neighborhood programs.
Increasing Local Capacity
Success in carrying out the enhancement plan requires a community-based organization that is
willing to serve as a catalyst for the revitalization efforts. It is recommended that Kibby Corners
Neighborhood Revitalization (KCNR) be restructured into an effective community development
corporation with an active Board of Directors and professional staff. Its focus should be
rebuilding the S. Main Street District in partnership with the City, other community
organizations and the private sector. KCNR would take a lead role in implementing the S. Main
Street and other economic development initiatives.

A key to long term success is moving forward on all of these three focuses simultaneously as
part of a comprehensive strategy for enhancing the district. The S. Main Street corridor
and the surrounding neighborhoods need to be improved as part of an active partnership
between the City of Lima, private sector and a restructured KCNR.
The enhancement plan includes a 1 st year action plan that represents a guide for the initial year of
implementing the plan. This plan includes continuing the efforts of the Weed and Seed Steering
Committee subsequent to the grant period a part of a restructured coalition.
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Introduction
The Enhancement Plan for the S. Main Street Corridor is part of the City
of Lima’s Weed and Seed Program. The Weed and Seed Program has two
goals. The first is for law enforcement agencies and prosecutors to
cooperate in “weeding out” criminal activity in the community. The
second goal is for public agencies, community based organizations and the
private sector to work together to “seed” neighborhood improvement. The
Weed and Seed program is funded by the U.S. Department of Justice. This
program is currently focusing on the South Main Street corridor. A major goal of this planning
effort is to provide the direction and strategy for “seeding” improvement in this community.
The S. Main Street corridor has witnessed significant changes over the past several years.
Problems regarding a declining quality-of-life are the result of broad neighborhood-wide
property disinvestments, declining homeownership, high unemployment, loss of businesses and
increased security issues, particularly drugs and prostitution.
South Lima, similar to many urban neighborhoods, has experienced periods of disinvestment,
which has led to a loss of neighborhood value and desirability. The neighborhood’s proximity to
increased downtown investment and employers, the future Global Energy and related
investments suggest that the likelihood for successful revitalization within the S. Main Street
corridor is possible. Downtown at the northern end of the district has experienced improvement
and increased investment. In the past seven years, Downtown has experienced public and private
investments of approximately $60 million.
As a direct response to the City of Lima and the Weed and Seed Steering Committee’s desires to
define a redevelopment strategy that will help reverse these trends and improve the desirability
of the neighborhood and commercial district, the City engaged the services of Jarret Consulting
Services in association with Poggemeyer Design Group (PDG), to help prepare a comprehensive
revitalization strategy and plan for the South Main Street District. PDG provided support in
preparing the conceptual development plan.
The planning effort has embraced a participatory process to include the involvement of residents,
property owners and other stakeholders. The success of the revitalization plan will hinge upon
the ability of local stakeholders to contribute to and accept the Plan. The research completed in
preparing this Enhancement Plan included:
 Meetings with the Weed and Seed Steering Committee.
 Review of available and previously completed planning studies and analysis, particularly
the City of Lima’s 2005-2009 Consolidated Plan, the International Economic
Development Council’s (IEDC) Technical Assistance Report—Lima Weed and Seed and
the Kibby Corners Neighborhood Development Plan prepared in 1979.
 Findings of a widely advertised Visioning Session open to the public.
 Findings of resident and stakeholder focus group sessions.
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 Findings of resident and business owner surveys previously conducted by the Weed and
Seed Steering Committee.
 Results of one-on-one interviews with more than 30 stakeholders of the South Main
Street community.
 Review of previously prepared land use and zoning, maps prepared by the City of Lima.
 Review of City of Lima background materials including Zoning Code and
housing/economic development programs available within the community.
 Review of Kibby Corners Neighborhood Revitalization Inc. background materials.
 An assessment of the S. Main Street mixed-use corridor and the surrounding
neighborhoods that comprise the Weed and Seed target area.
 Review of the Weed and Seed application and related background information.
 Review and analysis of the Retail Report ® prepared by HyettPalma for the primary trade
area.
 Analysis of relevant demographic and socio-economic
statistical information published by the U.S. Department of
Commerce.
 Field research conducted by the Weed and Seed Steering
Committee, Jarret Consulting Services and Poggemeyer
Design Group.
 Results of a half-day retreat with the Steering Committee
and others stakeholders to review preliminary
recommendations.

Purpose of the Study
This Enhancement Plan for the S. Main corridor is part of a comprehensive plan by the City of
Lima to produce a series of policies on land use and development controls, as well as design
guidelines and principles to improve the function and visual appeal of targeted neighborhood
areas that include primary gateways and corridors that lead to Lima’s central business district.
The designated corridors are: Bellefontaine-Market Street; Allentown Road-W. North Street;
Findlay Road-Jefferson/Jackson Streets; and St. Johns-Kibby-S. Main.
The purpose of this study is to identify a realistic redevelopment strategy, including both
physical and policy recommendations, that will guide improvements necessary to reverse
undesirable trends in South Lima. These strategies include creating new and rehabilitated quality
housing, capital and infrastructure improvements, policy changes, improved area services and
neighborhood retail, and an overall improved quality-of-life for the neighborhood, among other
important objectives. The overall goal is to define an implementation strategy that will guide
short-term and long-term neighborhood-wide improvements. Turn around will not happen
overnight; a focused, step-by-step, rational strategy must be prepared and embraced.
From the outset, the City of Lima made it very clear that public resources for redevelopment are
limited. The plan, therefore, cannot rely upon huge public subsidies and must encourage both
private and non-profit development/investment to play a key role. The plan must represent a
realistic vision and economically feasible implementation strategy to renew and improve the
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neighborhood. The plan must be market-driven. The market analysis is a critical component of
the redevelopment strategy.

Leveraging New Industrial Investments
At the southern end of the corridor, Cincinnati-based Global Energy is
planning a $650 million power station using gasification technology at
the former Lima Locomotive Works site on the west side of South
Main Street. There is an agreement that 20 percent of the employees
will be neighborhood residents. The facility will employ about 110
people upon operation in mid 2009 and during its construction phase,
employment is expected to reach about 1,000.
There is potential to locate ancillary high-technology carbon nano-fiber and synthetic fuel
production activities around Global Energy that will use by-products derived from the
gasification process as part of a Mega-center. A Lima Synthesis Gas Product Commercialization
Center is proposed on S. Main across from Global Energy’s power plant. Collaborators include
nanotechnology firms in Cedarville, Miamisburg, and Akron, the Ohio Polymer Strategic
Council, Rhodes State College, Ohio State University, the University of Dayton Research
Institute, and the Edison Materials Technology Center in Dayton. American Trim Inc., of Lima,
and the Center for Multifunctional Polymer Nano materials and Devices, of Columbus, are also
involved. The work that will be completed at the Lima mega-center will contribute to energy
security, the reduction of reliance on foreign oil. The Ohio Department of Development also
recently approved $3.25 million in Job Ready Sites funding for Lima to prepare the ground for
the Lima Synthesis Gas Product Commercialization Center, which is proposed to be situated
south of Global Energy’s power plant on S. Main Street.
While the mega-center failed to receive a proposed $60 million Wright Mega-centers of
Innovation grant announced in December 2006, the community will reapply in 2007. State funds
were approved, however, for site clearance and improvements.
The industrial development on the southern end of the district and the downtown
improvements at the northern end have the potential to serve as major catalysts for
redevelopment within this community.
South Lima enjoys good access to public transit. The district is also close to job centers such as
St. Rita’s Medical Center and Lima Memorial Health System that are expanding and the
downtown businesses and governmental offices.

Boundaries of the Study Area and Context
The study area is bounded by Market Street to the north, Jackson Street to the east, 4th Street to
the south, and Greenlawn Street to the west. S. Main Street is a north-south arterial street through
the center of the District. The Ottawa River runs through the northern part of the district,
separating Downtown on the north from the residential neighborhood to the south. The river is
also an asset that could provide opportunities for waterfront housing development. The area
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south of the river is a mixed use area consisting of residential neighborhoods, office, commercial
and industrial uses. The CSX Railway runs through the southern tier of the area, creating
industrial opportunities in the southwest quadrant of the neighborhood.
The primary focus of this report is the area south of the Ottawa River as Downtown has its own
planning process. Nevertheless, improving the connection between the areas south of the Ottawa
River to Downtown is an important objective of this planning process.

Aerial Map of S. Main Street Target Area
M arket

N
Eureka

E. Kibby

E. Vine

E. 2nd

E. 3rd
E. 4th
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Overview of the Neighborhood
The portion of the area north of the Ottawa River is within Downtown and is predominantly
commercial. The area south of the River is a mixed use area consisting of residential
neighborhoods, office, commercial and industrial uses. The neighborhood surrounding S. Main
Street is predominantly single-family detached residential structures, mostly 2 stories in height.
There are a few multi-family properties, most notably Lima Towers and Pilgrim Apartments,
both for senior citizens. There is wide-spread housing deterioration, deferred maintenance and a
limited range of housing choices.
Many of the residential streets are surrounded by conflicting land uses, in part as a result of the
City’s outdated zoning ordinance and map. For example, the district’s most stable and attractive
street is Eureka Street west of S. Main that is across from a cement plan on one end. Most other
streets however, such as Central and Jackson north of Kibby have declined in part as the result of
its proximity to various manufacturing operations.
S, Main Street is the historic focus of commercial activity within the district. Commercial
development began as an extension of the commercial nature of Main Street within the heart of
Downtown north of the Ottawa River. S. Main is a 1.4 mile long arterial corridor from the
Ottawa River to 4th Street. The building stock of this mixed-use corridor varies in condition,
quality of architecture, and upkeep. There is a high vacancy rate and few businesses serve the
needs of area residents.
Vacant Lots
There are a large number of vacant lots scattered through the neighborhoods in part as the result
of an aggressive City program of demolishing the most dilapidated properties. According to the
recent IEDC Technical Assistance Report, there are 269 vacant parcels in the target area, almost
a quarter of all properties. Of these vacant parcels, 122 vacant parcels are zoned residential, 61
are zoned business and 86 are zoned industrial although industrial accounts for the most acreage
because of their larger size. Much of the industrial property is planned for redevelopment. The
largest cluster of vacant lots is within the residential area east of the industrial zone in the
southwest corner of the District resulting from the nearby industrial disinvestment.
Zoning
Lima’s zoning code and zoning map were prepared in 1949 with only a few additions. This code
is out of date and doesn’t provide adequate protection to the district nor support newer urban
development. Further, the City currently lacks a sign code. The outdated zoning code and map
have permitted the proliferation of incompatible land uses that have hindered neighborhood
improvement. In addition, it has permitted for example, mechnanical systems in front of Main
Street businesses and inappropriately located and sized signs and billboard on vacant lots.
The downtown area north of the Ottawa River is zoned for business. The Lima Design Review
Board is authorized to evaluate any proposed alteration to properties within this Design Review
District. This design overlay district provides a positive precedent for establishing an Overlay
District along S. Main Street.
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Area Characteristics
Here is a summary of the primary demographic and related characteristics of the District. Further
demographic information and population projections are included for the primary trade area in
the Retail Report ® included in the appendix.

Population
While the City of Lima and Allen County have lost population since 1990, The South Main
Street target area is experiencing a higher rate of population decline (15%) during this period as
shown on the table below. Population declines are projected to continue for the City, County and
the S. Main Street District.

1990
2000
% Change

Population Change 1990 to 2000
S. Main Target
City of Lima
Area
2,693
45,549
2,276
40,081
-15.5%
-12.0%

Allen County
109,755
108,473
-1.2%

Age Groups
Apart from overall population change it is important to look at key age groups.

14 + younger
15 – 19 years
20 – 24 years
25 - 34 years
35 – 44 years
45 – 54 years
55 – 59 years
60- 64 years
65 years + older

Age Ranges, 2000
S. Main Target
City of Lima
Area
24.4%
23.0%
7.5%
7.9%
7.7%
7.8%
13.5%
14.1%
14.2%
14.6%
11.7%
11.8%
4.5%
4.1%
3.7%
3.4%
12.9%
13.3%

Allen County
21.4%
7.9%
6.6%
12.3%
15.3%
13.7%
4.8%
3.9%
14.2%

The target area has a particularly high youth population, almost a quarter of the population is
below 14 years. There is also a large aging population, partly as the result of Lima Towers and
Pilgrim Apartments being in the target area. Approximately 21% of the area is 55 years and
older. This area also has a relatively small proportion of persons in the age group most likely to
be employed, 25-44 years, characterized as the prime wage earning years and most likely to help
pay for services.
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Racial Composition
A primary reason for the loss of population in the target area is a decline of white households
that experienced a 27% population decrease between 1990 and 2000. The non-white population
in the target area was constant during this period. The largest non-white population in Lima is
the African American population. The proportion of non-white population is about 15% in Allen
County compared with approximately 30% in the City. The proportion of the non-white
population in the target area is considerably higher at 52%.

1990
2000

Racial Composition Change 1990 to 2000
S. Main Target Area
City of Lima
Allen County
White
Non%
White
Non%
White
NonWhite
NonWhite
NonWhite
White
White
1501
1192
44%
33,949 11,600
25%
96,177
13,578
1084
1192
52%
27,776 12,305
31%
92,147
16,326

%
-27.8%
Change

--

-18.2%

+6.1%

-4.2%

%
NonWhite
12%
15%

+20.2%

Incomes
A primary issue within the target area is concentrated and widespread low incomes. While more
detailed income data that addresses buying power is included in the Retail Report for the trade
area, here is a summary of the primary characteristics of the S. Main target area. The 1999
household median income for the target area is considerable lower than that for the entire City -about 69% of the City’s median income. The median income for the target area was
approximately $18,630 compared to a City median household income of $27,067. Further, the
target area’s median household income in 1999 was about half of that for the County and 45% of
that for the State of Ohio. Further, about a third of the families within the S. Main target area
have incomes below the federal poverty level compared with 19% for the City of Lima.

S. Main Target
Area
$18,630

Household Median Income, 1999
City of Lima
Allen County
$27,067

$37,048

State of Ohio
$40,956

Housing
The dominant housing type in the District is the single-family detached home. Most home were
built between the 1890s and 1920s. There is much residential deterioration, obsolescence, and
considerable deferred maintenance. Further, the small size of most homes is not necessary
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matching buyer needs. Most of the larger housing developments are targeted to elderly/assisted
and lower income households:
The housing stock in the target area has experienced major changes as the result of an aggressive
clearance program removing some of the more dilapidated homes. Deterioration is widespread
with the exception of a few blocks such as Eureka Street, a stable residential block with values
increasing and a high homeownership rate. These homes were developed as part of former
nonprofit Rehab Project in the 1980s. There are several other stable pockets such as portions of
West Street across from the new Liberty Elementary School and Reese Street near the newly
developed Whittier Place.
While most of the homes are detached single-family, there is a major apartment development
along S. Main consisting of 200 units for senior and persons with special needs. Another
relatively large development is Pilgrim Apartments behind the fire station on S. Main, consisting
of 50 senior units.
The only recent new home ownership development in the District is Whittier Place being
developed by New Lima Housing for the Future, which is under construction in the south eastern
section of the District. Whittier Place will consist of 12 new homes for ownership and is being
developed in partnership with Habitat for Humanity, Allen Metropolitan Housing Authority and
the City of Lima. There are also several newly constructed single family homes developed by
New Lima in partnership with Miller Valentine, a private developer. These homes are part of a
60-unit lease-purchase scattered site program using Low Income Housing Tax credits as the
primary financing tool.
Here is a summary of the major multi-family developments:
 Lima Towers – 790 S. Main – 200 housing units for seniors;
 Pilgrim Place – 449 S. Main, behind the fire station, owned by the Lima Ecumenical
Housing Corp – 50 housing units for seniors;
 Row houses on W. Circular owned and managed by the Allen Metropolitan Housing
Authority – six 3-bedroom apartments for low income families;
 Row house apartments at the northeast corner of Circular and Elizabeth – this privately
owned six unit building needs major rehabilitation.
 Whittier Place – the site of the former Whittier School is currently being developed by
New Lima Housing for the Future for 12 new single affordable homes for sale

Owner/Renter
A large and increasing share of the housing in the District is renter occupied. About two of every
three occupied homes are rental. This rate sharply contrasts with the entire City in which almost
two of every three occupied homes are owner occupied.

Housing Value
According to 2000 Census data, housing values within the target area are depressed and far
below the values in the City and County. The median value of owner-occupied housing in the
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target area was $32,874 which was significantly less than the median housing value for the City,
$55,500, and Allen County, $81,800. Further, it was only a third of the median value for the
State of Ohio which was $103,700.
Housing values helps indicate the overall health of a community. If housing values are high, an
area is more likely to attract higher income households because they know their property will
more likely appreciate in value during the life of their investment. Areas with low values provide
less incentive for prospective home buyers to purchase and improve a property. Also, owners in
areas displaying low home values may not be able to obtain the financing to purchase a home
and make needed improvements. When the cost of bringing a property up to code exceeds the
value of the property, existing owners often defer the improvements.

S. Main Target
Area
$32,874

Median Housing Values, 2000
City of Lima
Allen County
$55,500

$81,800

State of Ohio
$103,700

Crime
Crime, particularly prostitution and drug related crimes have been identified by community
residents as major obstacles to enhancing the District. Below are data from the City of Lima
Police Department that shows that the target area has a particularly high rate of the City’s
prostitution and drug related reported crime. For example, while the S. Main target area consists
of only 6% of the City’s population, 16% of total incidents, 64% of prostitution incidents and
28% of drug related incidents were within this area during this five year period.

Crime Incidents 2001 – 2005; Source: City of Lima Police Department
Drug Related
Prostitution
Total Incidents
Incidents
Related Incidents
2001
W+S Target Area
City of Lima
% of City Total
2002
W+S Target Area
City of Lima
% of City Total
2003
W+S Target Area
City of Lima
% of City Total
2004
W+S Target Area
City of Lima
% of City Total

46
193
24%

7
10
70%

1,618
10,080
16%

72
281
26%

16
22
73%

1,408
9,172
15%

100
289
35%

26
44
59%

1,442
9,097
16%

112
387
29%

16
33
48%

1,647
10,001
16%
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2005
W+S Target Area
City of Lima
% of City Total
2001 to 2005 Totals
W+S Target Area
City of Lima
% of City Total

100
412
24%

30
39
77%

1,590
9,728
16%

430
1,562
28%

95
148
64%

7,705
4,8078
16%

Education Attainment
The level of education attainment for residents 25 years and older within the target area lags
considerably behind the levels for the City and Allen County. For example, 39% of the residents
in the target area do not have a high school degree compared with 24% and 17% for the City and
county respectively. Only 4% of target area residents have a college degree, which represents
less than half of the City’s, and a less than a third of the County’s percentage.

Less than High
School Degree
High School
Degree
Some College
Bachelor Degree
or Higher

Education Attainment, 2000
S. Main Target
City of Lima
Area
39%
24%

Allen County
17%

40%

41%

43%

17%
4%

25%
9%

26%
13%
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Community Leader and Stakeholder Interview Report
As one part of a larger process to gauge local attitudes toward conditions within the South Main
Street Weed and Seed target district, the consultant conducted interviews with approximately 30
people. These people were selected by the Weed and Seed Steering Committee on the basis of
their knowledge of local economic and social trends and conditions and leadership positions in
the Lima community. Care was taken with respect to the selection of these individuals so that
discussion could take place with knowledgeable people offering a range of perspectives and
experiences.
Interview Format
Interviews were conducted in a series of approximately ½ hour sessions, and most interviews
took place at a Lima Municipal Center conference room. Interview participants were assured that
responses would be kept confidential, and that no comments or observations would be attributed
to any individual. This was done to ensure that interviewees would be candid and speak freely.
As a result, the content of this report is focused on common themes which became evident from
discussions, rather than a specific list of responses to questions. During the interviews, a general
list of questions was used to help stimulate discussion, but participants were free to take the
discussion in any direction they felt was important.
Overall Themes
From the interview discussions it is possible to identify some general themes expressed by
participants. It is important to note that the views expressed are not necessarily those of the
consultants. Care was taken to objectively report the thoughts expressed by those people who
were kind enough to take time out of busy days and share their views. For organizational
purposes, these themes are organized around four general topics:

1. What are the strengths or positive factors to support economic development along
South Main and an improved quality of life within the surrounding residential district?
 Northern and Southern Borders -- The two primary strengths identified by
interviewees were the improvements along the northern border and the potential for
improvement along the southern border of the District.
o Downtown on the North -- Many people view the Downtown investment and the
improvements along Market Street, the Civic Center, new YMCA facility and the
bike path as positive factors to build upon.
o Global Energy on the South -- Similarly, along the southern border interviewees
identified the Global Energy, high technology jobs and other proposed economic
development proposals in this area as having the potential to be major catalysts
for future improvement – providing investment, jobs and renewed optimism.
 Opportunities for Development -- As the result of an aggressive City demolition and
clearance program there is a considerable amount of inexpensive vacant land for
redevelopment along South Main and within the residential areas. Many stakeholders
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feel that this site clearance has eliminated some of the worst buildings and also facilitated
the process of site assembly for housing and commercial development. City ownership of
two strategic corners at Kibby and S. Main (southwest and northeast corners) was also
identified as strengths that could facilitate commercial redevelopment within the heart of
the district.
 New Schools -- Newly constructed public schools along the western (Liberty Elementary
School) and eastern (Lima South Middle School) edges of the District could strengthen
the residential market in the adjoining neighborhoods.
 Kibby Corners Neighborhood Revitalization, Inc. -- Although Kibby Corners
Neighborhood Revitalization, Inc. (KCNR) is currently inactive, its tradition, history and
interest of past leadership could help resurrect the organization.
 New Lima Housing for the Future -- New Lima Housing for the Future, a CHDO, is
developing new single family homes including Whittier Place consisting of 12 new
homes for homeowners and the scattered site homes co-developed with Miller Valentine
Group as part of a lease-purchase development.
 Kibby Corners Neighborhood Association -- Active volunteer based neighborhood
association, Kibby Corners Neighborhood Association is focused on the overall quality of
life and crime prevention issues.
 Eureka Street -- Eureka Street is a residential block, with values increasing and
homeownership of over 95%. It was developed as part of former Rehab Project in the
1980s. The homes are attractive and have been well maintained and provide a positive
example of urban redevelopment.
 Circular Street -- As the result of high topography and architectural character, the
homes along this bluff are an important asset. These homes are owner occupied and in
good condition.
 Nearby Employers -- City’s two largest employers, St. Rita’s Medical Center and Lima
Memorial Health System are expanding. While outside the S. Main district, they are
nearby.
 Community Services -- Head Start program at Lima/Allen Council on Community
Affairs ( LACCA) and the nearby Lima Community Health Center, that is expanding,
provide important services.
 Lima/Allen Council on Community Affairs -- Located within the target area, LACCA’s
housing programs and capacity to manage City and other housing initiatives.

 Habitat for Humanity, Lima Area, Inc -- The local Habitat is an active housing
program focused on new construction.
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 New Businesses -- A few new businesses have located along S. Main – Laundromat and
Church’s Chicken
 Area Churches -- Several stakeholders identified St. John’s Church on S. Main and
Grace United Methodist Church as prominent and historic anchors for the corridor.
However, it was also noted that the congregations of these churches are dwindling and
moving out of the community.
 Historic Buildings -- There are a few remaining historic buildings along S. Main such as
the Mihlbaugh Building that contribute to the character of the area.
 Vocational Training -- Resources for technical and vocational training, such as Rhodes
College and Apollo Career Center are available. These organizations appear willing to
provide outreach to area residents.
 Access -- The district has good vehicular access as the result of S. Main and Kibby
Streets. There is also rail access for industrial development along the southern end of the
District.
 Race Relations -- Several interviewees identified improved race relations as an
important strength.

2. Are things getting better or worse in terms of economic development and overall
conditions within the District? Please explain.
People seem to be split on the issue of whether conditions are getting better or worse. Most
people feel that conditions are getting worse, particularly towards the southern end of the
area. However, several persons stated that conditions have improved as the result of the
removal of some of the most deteriorated residential and commercial buildings. There is also
a feeling among some that there is potential for conditions to turn around as the result of
ongoing downtown improvements and the $650 million Global Energy investment and
related facilities that could result in further investments, jobs and spin-off and opportunities.

3. What are the problems or issues we must address to ensure that the community reaches
its full potential?
 Crime -- Crime is the most frequently mentioned issue that needs to be addressed. While
several interviewees said the perception of crime was more of an issue than the actual
crime rate, addressing this issue is a dominant factor to instill confidence among
stakeholders. The crime issues most often cited are drugs and prostitution. Contributing
factors identified include the high rate of rental housing and the reduced police presence
from five years ago, despite the Weed and Seed Program, and the lack of community
policing due to budget constraints.
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 Quality of Life -- Improving the overall quality of life is viewed as a prerequisite for
attracting new residents. Several persons identified the area’s negative stigma – “why
would anyone invest in this area?”
 Substandard Housing -- Large number of residential properties are in substandard
condition. There is much residential obsolescence; most home built between 1890s and
1920s, and considerable deferred maintenance. Small size of homes are not necessary
matching buyer needs.
 Declining Homeownership -- Low rate of homeownership throughout the district was
frequently cited. There is also a concern that a large elderly population will vacate owner
occupied properties, further depressing future home ownership rates.
 Loss of Businesses -- There is a large number of vacant and abandoned businesses along
South Main. The lack of neighborhood retail and personal services such as grocery, bank,
and pharmacy was often identified as a concern by stakeholders.
 Community Capacity -- The lack of an active community development organization to
comprehensively sustain improvement was identified by stakeholders. Rehab Project has
been dissolved, KCNR is currently inactive, and New Lima Housing for the Future is
focused on housing development and not engaged in economic development.
 Loss of Population -- the County, City and the target area are loosing population. This
out migration is a challenge in attracting business.
 Reduced Activity at Area Churches -- St. John’s Church no longer uses its rectory and
school and shares a priest. Similarly, the landmark Grace United Methodist Church is
facing a declining congregation and difficulty maintaining its aging property.
 Infrastructure Improvements -- There is a need for infrastructure improvements
throughout the district including sidewalks (homeowner responsibility), trees, lights, and
the wooden poles with decorative lighting are deteriorating. There is also a need for curb
improvements and street repaving.
 Train Conflicts -- Trains block S .Main as the result of a lack of grade separation. There
are currently 38 trains per day crossing S. Main Street. This problem will be exacerbated
with Global Energy’s activity. Alternate grade separation design plans, one that includes
S. Main, are currently being reviewed.
 One-Way Streets -- Too many one-way streets through downtown and neighborhood
that bring too much heavy truck traffic through area.
 Schools -- City public schools cannot compete with suburban schools.
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 Low Incomes -- Concentrations of low incomes households, poverty and low education
attainment within the District. Families with poor credit have difficulty obtaining private
financing for home improvements and mortgages.
 Intergovernmental Cooperation -- There is a need for improved intergovernmental
cooperation.
 Downtown Plan -- Downtown lacks a current downtown improvement plan.
 City Zoning Code -- City’s zoning code, prepared in 1949 with only a few additions, is
out of date and doesn’t provide adequate protection to the district nor support newer
urban development. Further, the City currently lacks a sign code.
 Valero Refinery -- The residential area south of Vine Street is within ½ mile of the
Valero Refinery at times resulting in a foul odor intensified by prevailing winds. One
stakeholder expressed a concern regarding any residential development in this area in the
unlikely event of an accident at the refinery.
 Community’s Financial Resources -- Lack of adequate financial resources in the
community to address reinvestment problems has been identified as an impediment to
tackle issues. This resource issue includes the City of Lima’s financial strength and the
lack of large foundations to support community initiatives.

4. Assuming there were unlimited resources, what is the one thing you would like to see
done to improve the future of the South Main District?
There was clear support from interviewees to establish a strong viable neighborhood and
restore pride to the community. Below are the most frequent suggestions to reach this goal.
 Housing Development -- People want to see the dilapidated housing demolished or
rehabilitated where feasible. There is also broad support to build new homes on the many
vacant lots. Several persons favor developing market rate, perhaps upper income
housing, Downtown along the Ottawa River, near the YMCA and bike path, as part of the
broader redevelopment strategy. A few persons suggested housing opportunities above
businesses and temporary housing.
 Business Development -- There is broad support for enhancing commercial and business
opportunities within the district, particularly at the corner of Kibby and Main. Specific
business most frequently cited was a full service grocery, pharmacy, branch bank and gas
station.
 Global Energy -- Several people observed that the Global Energy will generate interest
in the southern end of the target area to anchor and stimulate development. The
community should plan for and leverage this economic development opportunity.
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 Sustaining Progress -- Several people noted that an organization is needed to sustain
redevelopment efforts. The resurrection of Kibby Corners Neighborhood Revitalization.,
Inc. (KCNR) was suggested, perhaps with a fresh approach. Some people have a vision
of KCNR becoming a professional organization with wider and younger leadership,
turning things around. Other options expressed included broadening the role and
increasing resources of New Lima Housing for the Future to include economic
development.
 Marketing -- A few people recommended engaging a marketing firm to promote the
area.
 Increased Police Presence -- Return of neighborhood based police officers, offering
more presence in the neighborhood.
 S. Main Grade Separation -- Designing and constructing an overpass at S. Main Street
to allow thru traffic was suggested.
 Downtown Planning -- Continuing the redevelopment of downtown and carrying out an
updated downtown planning process was suggested.
 Attract New Residents -- establishing incentives for new employees to move into the
area was suggested. It was also noted that financial incentives without improving the
quality of life would not be successful at attracting new residents.
 Infrastructure -- Infrastructure improvements such as curbs and streets were cited as
needed improvements.
 Training -- Enhanced marketing of workforce training programs for area residents.

Conclusion
Based on these interviews, it is evident that the development of a new community enhancement
strategy is very important to community leaders. There was a general sense that the continued
neighborhood disinvestment that includes the loss of businesses along S. Main, housing
deterioration as well as the unacceptable level of crime have hit the area hard and that the Weed
and Seed program and other initiatives create a vehicle for addressing the myriad of issues. There
is also a general feeling of optimism, based on downtown improvements, the future Global
Energy investments and a few new housing developments, that conditions can be reversed.
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Visioning Session Results
As part of efforts to gauge local attitudes toward enhancing the S. Main Street corridor, a public
visioning session was conducted November 16, 2006 at the Fourth Street Baptist Church. This
forum was organized by the Weed and Seed Steering Committee and the City of Lima and
facilitated by the consultant.
Advance publicity for the forum was extensive. A prominent article in the City of Lima’s Our
Community provided meeting details. There were also meeting announcements in The Lima
News providing information for the Visioning Session. In addition, meeting flyers were
distributed by members of the Steering Committee. Approximately 30 people attended this
forum. Most often, participants were pleased to have had the chance to attend such an event and
voice their concerns and thoughts about the future of the District
It is important to note that this session is one part of the larger effort to understand local
attitudes, needs and desires with respect to the S. Main Street District. The results of these
visioning sessions are to be combined with interviews, focus group discussions, results of
previously conducted surveys, and impartial analysis to form the foundation for a sound
community development strategy for the community.

Format
The forum lasted about an hour and a half. All participants
were encouraged to speak and collectively share their thoughts.
The format for these sessions was oriented toward seeking
responses to five specific questions. These questions included:
1. What are the problems or issues we must address to ensure
that the community reaches its full potential?
2. What types of goods and services would you like to find in
the S. Main business districts?
3. If our efforts to improve the District are successful – what is the image you want S. Main to
have 5 years from now -- for the S. Main commercial district and the residential
neighborhood?
4. If the citizens, business community and government work together over the next 5 years to
make the South Main District the very best it could be, what would you like to see result
from that effort?
5. Among the possible results from number 4 above, vote on two things you would like
accomplished to improve the District’s quality of life and future?
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Results
1. What are the problems or issues we must address to ensure that the community reaches
its full potential?
 Crime
 Housing
o Large number of absentee owners
o Vacant properties bring down the neighborhood
o Houses boarded up
o Difficult to obtain bank financing and home insurance
o Loss of population
 Nuisances
o Litter and trash
o Loud music and other noise
 S. Main commercial district
o Lack of businesses
o Appearance of buildings
o Owners of buildings have difficulty obtaining financing
 Economic development
o Insufficient number of good paying jobs
 Transportation and Infrastructure
o 4th and McClain – dangerous intersection
o Maintenance of streets, particularly 4th street – large number of pot holes
o Snow and ice removal from streets and sidewalks
 Development
o Lack of sufficiently large parcels of land for development
 Image
o Negative perception of the neighborhood, particularly the South Side
 Recreation
o Lack of recreation facilities for youth

2. What types of goods and services would you like to find in the S. Main business
districts?
 Grocery (Several residents indicated they shop at the Sav-A-Lot on Vine Street largely
due to lack of transportation. Most attendees travel east for groceries – Ray’s, Wal-Mart,
and Meijers).
 Mini-Mart
 Clothing goods
 Bank
 Pharmacy
 Hardware
 Sit down restaurant
 Gas station
 Doctor offices, particularly specialists
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 Services to help the unemployed and the promotion of existing services.
Participants also described the importance of good paying jobs and high quality customer
service.

3. If our efforts to improve the District are successful, what is the image you want S. Main
Street to have 5 years from now -- for the S. Main commercial district and the
residential neighborhood?
 Improved communications with townships
 Education opportunities within the neighborhood
 More small businesses serving the community’s needs
 Family friendly, nice place to live – people want to live in this neighborhood
 Integrated community
 Neighborhood is clean
 There is no fear to come to the South Side
 Green, landscaping throughout the district
 Positive advertising and promotion of the community
 Curb appeal
 Research center for new technologies
 Education and training for new high tech jobs
 Housing
o senior citizen housing
o more home ownership
o vacant lots are redeveloped
o existing homes are improved

4. If the citizens, business community and government work together over the next 5 years
to make the South Main District the very best it could be, what would you like to see
result from that effort?
 Grade crossing such as an underpass under South Main
 Education opportunities
 More police
 Police substation
 Programs to stop redlining (home loans and insurance)
 More land acquisition to create development opportunities
 Attract private developers
 Neighborhood survey
 Community outreach to change behavior
 Newsletters to improve communication
 Engage organizations in process of change
 Organizations engaged in development
 Adopt a neighborhood by local organizations and churches
 Financial incentives for businesses and housing
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 Improvements to the Kibby Corners Park on S. Main Street.
 Attract new businesses
 Higher paying manufacturing jobs

5. Among the possible results from number 4 above, vote on two things you would like
accomplished to improve the District’s quality of life and future?
The ideas generated from the group discussion were written down on large posters and taped
to the walls to provide visual reference. The last question was addressed by allowing the
participants to vote using stickers. Each participant was given two stickers, each
representing a “vote” that could be cast for a particular idea generated from the discussion
regarding question number 4. These votes were then placed next to the ideas generated from
the discussion that took place on question 4. The results are shown below. Similar strategies
that were identified have been grouped together.
(9) Educational opportunities
(6) Engage local organizations in process of change and development
(5) Community outreach to change behavior
(4) Attract private developers
(3) Financial incentives for businesses and housing
(3) Higher paying manufacturing jobs
(2) Programs to stop redlining (home loans and insurance)
(1) More police

Overall Vision
Based upon the discussion and priorities at the visioning session, stakeholder interviews,
discussions at the focus groups and with the Weed and Seed Steering Committee, a preliminary
long term vision for the S. Main Street corridor has emerged:

All sectors of the community will work together to establish the
South Main Street district as a safe and diverse neighborhood of
choice. There will be increased homeownership and more housing
choices. Vacant lots will be redeveloped for infill housing and
existing homes will be improved. The S. Main business corridor will
be enhanced with new small businesses serving the residents of the
area as part of the revitalization of the entire community. Higher
paying manufacturing and high technology jobs will be available for
residents who will have expanded higher education and training
opportunities.
There will be an effective community based
organization actively working to rebuild the community in
partnership with the City and the private sector.
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Neighborhood Survey
A survey was conducted in 2005 by the Weed and Seed Steering Committee of residents within
the target area. Here is a summery of some of the key results:

Preferred Businesses
Residents were asked what businesses they preferred to see return to the neighborhood.
Restaurants, groceries, pharmacy, gas station and banking were the most frequently cited
activities. These results are consistent with the comments received during the resident focus
group and the visioning session. Here is the summary of the results.

Businesses Preferred
by Residents
Restaurants
Groceries
Fast Food
Prescription Drugs
Gas Station
Banking
Dry Cleaning
Clothing
Appliances
Shoe repair
Car repair
Toiletries
Shoes
Hardware
Home Improvements
House wares
Furniture
Beauty Salon

# of Respondents
55
54
46
46
43
33
25
22
21
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
12
9

Current Shopping Patterns
Residents were also asked about their current shopping patterns. Here are some of the key
responses.
Groceries
Only a quarter of the residents cited Sav-A-Lot located at Kibby and Elizabeth Streets as the
place the buy their groceries. During the focus group and other sessions, residents have voiced
their concern about the quality and availability of choices at this store.
Groceries
Ray’s
Sav-A-Lot

# of Respondents
32
19
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Wal-Mart
Meijer’s
Meat City
Aldis

17
6
1
1

Pharmacies
The response regarding pharmacies resulted in a wide range of selections with Wal-Mart being
the primary choice. There is not a pharmacy within the target area.
Pharmacies
Wal-Mart
Rite Aid
CVS
Kmart south
Pharm
Ray’s
Walgreens
Dollar Store
General Nutrition
Mall

# of Respondents
12
7
5
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

Banking
Banking also received a wide range of preferences with Huntington Bank ranking first although
according to 2005 HMDA data, Huntington had only a 3% market share of total loans originated
in Allen County. Superior Federal Credit Union had the largest market share at almost 12%.
None of these or other lending institutions have branch facilities within the target area.
Banking
# of Respondents
Huntington Bank
7
Bank One
5
5/3 Bank
3
Superior Credit Union
2
Credit Unions (not identified)
3
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Assessment of Local Development Capacity
It is important to understand the capacity of local neighborhood based organizations to undertake
future roles and responsibilities as part of a broader community partnership. Similarly, we need
to know what actions may be necessary to enhance the organizations’ capacity to be an effective
partner.
In addition to New Lima Housing for the Future a CHDO focused on housing development citywide, there are community based associations serving this area. Kibby Corners Neighborhood
Association (KCNA) and Southside Neighborhood Association (SNA) are volunteer
neighborhood associations that focus on crime prevention, monitoring conditions in the
neighborhood and advocacy. These associations meet on a regular monthly basis and are active.
There is also a partnership of all volunteer neighborhood associations – Lima-Allen County
Neighborhoods in Partnership (LACNIP). LACNIP allows groups to share solutions to common
problems and exchange ideas on how to operate associations and projects in an efficient manner.
LACNIP sponsors several educational opportunities throughout the year, and provides technical
assistance to individual associations. The City of Lima provides staff support to LACNIP
through a Neighborhood Specialist within the Department of Community Development.
The once active Kibby Corners Neighborhood Revitalization Inc. (KCNR) has been dormant for
the past several years. KCNR began in 1975 and had an impressive history of accomplishment in
its early years. The organization’s highlights include the streetscape project that included new
lighting, sidewalks, curbs and street trees for the S. Main commercial area. During this same
period, a second community development corporation, Rehab Project, was active in this
community and is responsible for rehabilitation of homes along Eureka Street. The Rehab Project
organization no longer exists.

Status of KCNR
For the enhancement of this district to move forward, there needs to be an effective community
development entity working with public and private partners. Here is a summary of the current
status of KCNR:
 Currently inactive, although there is strong interest among current officers to reenergize the
organization.
 Despite being inactive for several years, most community leaders are familiar with KCNR
and do not appear to harbor ill will towards their past dormancy.
 Organization has retained its incorporated status with the State of Ohio – this designation
needs to be renewed by April 1, 2007 when it expires.
 Organization has retained its nonprofit 501(c)(3) designation with IRS which is important in
attracting private tax deductible contributions.
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 Organization’s finances have been depleted – there is about $100 remaining.
 There are not any fiscal and organizational policies and procedures in place partly as the
result of not dealing with staff and substantial financial resources in the past. As the
organization reorganizes, secures funds and hires staff, various policies and procedures will
need to be prepared and adopted.
 Stated Purpose in Constitution: revitalize the business and residential sections of South Lima.
 There is consensus among current leaders for the restructured organization to focus on
economic development, particularly the enhancement of S. Main Street – including real
estate and business development. A primary reason for this focus on economic development
is to not duplicate roles of Lima’s only other community development corporation, New
Lima Housing for the Future.
 Organizational structure: KCNR is a membership organization – residents, business and
property owners, representatives of area businesses, churches, and agencies comprise
membership. A Board of Directors is elected by these members.
 Board is to consist of 12-24 persons, majority representing low to moderate income residents.
 Board is responsible for hiring/evaluating an Executive Director, although it has never
engaged staff other than limited contract services.
 Executive Committee of Board is to consist of four officers (Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson,
Treasurer and Secretary) and three persons appointed by the Chairperson.
 Boundaries: Ottawa River to north; N+W railroad to east; old Erie railroad to the south and
McDonel to the west. These boundaries include the S. Main target district except for the
portions within Downtown north of the Ottawa River and the area south of the railroad..
 There is consensus among current leaders to broaden the organization with a younger and
more diverse Board including the following representation:
 S. Main businesses
 Residents
 Kibby Corners Neighborhood Association
 SSNA
 Clergy
 Social service organizations
 Mega center
 AEDC
 Financial institutions
 Utility companies
 Hospitals
 New Lima Housing for the Future
 Lima Towers or Pilgrim Apartments
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 Strategic Alliance -- There is consensus among current leaders to establish a strategic
alliance with another organization to reduce operating costs and increase effectiveness.
An alliance could include, for example, sharing office space, sharing support staff, and
overlapping boards. The following organizations have been initially identified as
potential partners for KCNR.
 New Lima – Housing for the Future – a city-wide community development
corporation that is building housing in the target area.
 Downtown Lima – this agency has offices just outside the District and provides a
similar role for Downtown as is envisioned for KCNR. Downtown Lima also
manages a loan program that is available for S. Main Street businesses.
 Lima/Allen Council on Community Affairs (LACCA) – LACCA is located within
the District, a few blocks from S. Main. LACCA provides a host of social services
that could potentially be targeted to the district including home buyer counseling,
down payment assistance and, an Emergency Home Energy Assistance Program
that assists elderly and low-income residents with winter heating bills.

Key Challenges
The new KCNR Board will face two primary challenges as part of the restructuring of the
organization. First, the Board will need to raise operating funds for staff and related
expenses. Second, the Board will need to recruit and hire an experienced community
development professional as Executive Director. Meeting both of these challenges are
prerequisites for successfully restructuring KCNR.
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South Main Street Assessment

S. Main Street is truly the “Main Street” and front door to the South Lima neighborhood. There
has been a steady loss of businesses, particularly those serving the neighborhood residents. The
highly traveled intersection of S. Main and Kibby is the heart of the Corridor. A once thriving
commercial center, it has lost most of its vitality and business activity. Recent demolitions of the
landmark Majestic Theater, funeral home and other buildings have left the northeast and
southwest corners with vacant land. The positive side of this change is these vacant sites are
owned by the City of Lima, a situation that can greatly facilitate future redevelopment
opportunities.
While crime, a lack of capital, vacant buildings, poor physical conditions, and disillusionment
are typical problems for businesses in many low-income communities, the severity of these
problems and the area's unique history distinguishes S. Main from other places. About one
quarter of all buildings along S. Main are vacant, creating a relatively low density of businesses.
Spread out over 1.4 miles and broken up by institutional and residential clusters, there is no
longer a pedestrian oriented concentration of businesses within the corridor. The long length of
the corridor has resulted in commercial uses being spread over too large a stretch – larger than
can be supported by commercial uses serving the trade area. A physical survey of the remaining
buildings along the corridor revealed that about 50 percent are in substandard condition.
Many of the merchants along this commercial corridor are struggling to keep their businesses
going, and few have grown during the past several years. Merchants explain that one of their
biggest problems is a lack of financial resources to help improve their business and many
asserted that they do not have enough customers to increase their revenue. In addition, most of
these merchants are not using, nor are they often aware of, technical and financial business
assistance programs. The size and type of the businesses in S. Main may help explain these
findings. Many of the businesses could be defined as micro businesses, employing few or no
additional employees outside of the owner and his/her family. Unfortunately, the small
businesses assistance programs available at the federal and state level generally do not cater to
neighborhood businesses operating on such a small scale.
Many of the merchants say that drugs, prostitution, crime, and high unemployment are serious
problems that impact both the neighborhood and their business.
While the conditions present among S. Main businesses provide a different kind of challenge
than the typical downtown commercial revitalization effort, the area does offer hope for positive
change. Many of the merchants along this corridor are also property owners and therefore,
should have an even greater interest in revitalizing the area. Most of the businesses have been
located along S. Main Street for several years. The ability of these businesses to survive should
help dispel doubts about the viability of preserving a commercial district in the area.
There are also other indications that it will be possible to help merchants realize their common
interests. The future employees at Global Energy provide hope for a sizeable number of the
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businesses. More importantly, there is a group of business owners who retain hope that positive
change can occur.

Why Should S. Main Street be a Community Priority?
Revitalizing neighborhood-oriented commercial corridors in low-income communities such as S.
Main Street is important for several important economic and symbolic reasons:
 Commercial streets such as S. Main running through the heart of the neighborhood,
define the image of a neighborhood, and a neighborhood's image impacts its ability to
attract new residents, customers, new businesses and the support of government programs
 The existence of a healthy business district, as opposed to individual businesses that are
successful, enables merchants to share both financial and human resources. These shared
resources can provide merchants with a stronger voice in planning for the district.
 A business in a neighborhood commercial district makes a financial contribution to the
community by both providing jobs to local residents and recirculating money throughout
the neighborhood.
 Neighborhood commercial districts provide residents with convenient access to shopping
and personal services. These amenities are particularly important for a neighborhood with
a large transit-dependent population that has difficulty getting to and from suburban
shopping centers.
 The presence of amenities within a neighborhood, rather than at a nearby shopping mall,
makes the neighborhood more attractive to people with a range of incomes.
 Successful merchants can act as positive role models, while the presence of a healthy
business district in a low-income community serves as a source of neighborhood pride.
 S. Main and Kibby are major arterials leading to Downtown and serve as entrances to the
community.

Business within the Corridor
This 1.4 mile mixed-use corridor between the Ottawa River and 4th Street consists of a wide
range of activity. These various uses are summarized below. In a few instances a major business
just north of the River along S. Main is included as noted. Few of these businesses provide
services or goods to the surrounding neighborhood.
Restaurants/Taverns
 Sit down Restaurant (2, 1 of which is north of the Ottawa River)
 Fast food restaurants (4)
 Taverns (2)
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Neighborhood Retail and Personal Services
 Variety Store (north of Ottawa River)
 Laundry/dry cleaners
 Clothing store
 Used Furniture
 Barber shop/hair salon (2)
Auto Related
 Car wash
 Auto repair
 Auto supply
Public Services
 Community service facilities (2)
 YMCA (immediately north of Ottawa River)
 St. Vincent de Paul
 Goodwill
 VFW Posts (2 – one north of the River and one south of Vine in a former restaurant
building that is currently vacant)
 Fire station (there is also the vacant station #9 at Main and Lafayette)
Recreation
 Bowling alley
Commercial Support
 Building Supply Companies (2)
 Printing
Office
 Dental office;
 Law offices;
 Allen Metropolitan Housing Authority main office;
 Depository;
 Credit union;
 Leasing office
Faith based
 Faith based (5)
Residential
 Apartments (2) Lima Towers senior housing and the row type apartments at Circular and
S. Main owned by the Allen Metropolitan Housing Authority. Both of these housing
developments are in good condition and are well maintained.
 Single family (23) – Four homes are clustered next to Lima Towers and in generally good
condition; 15 are clustered along the east side of S. Main south of Vine Street, several of
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these homes are vacant and in substandard condition. Further, these homes will be less
conducive for single family residences as the property on the west side of S. Main is
redeveloped for industrial use.)

Kibby and S. Main Streets
S. Main and Kibby is the heart of the S. Main Street commercial district and
the community. This area was once thriving with active businesses including
a theater. Few businesses remain and there is growing disinvestment and
deterioration of remaining buildings. As the area has lost population, it has
also lost many businesses. A once active pedestrian oriented commercial
center has lost its place as the center of neighborhood life in South Lima.
Buildings at two of the four corners have been demolished and these sites
remain vacant. A major obstacle to redeveloping city commercial districts is site control. As the
result of an aggressive acquisition and demolition initiative, the City of Lima controls the
northeast and southwest corners of Kibby and S. Main Streets. Both of these sites are almost ¾
of an acre and have been cleared and are ripe for redevelopment. Further, there may be potential
for expanding each of these two sites for a larger commercial development.
 Northeast Corner: .69 acres
 Southwest Corner: .71 acres
The other two corners consist of older buildings. The two-story St. Vincent de Paul Food
Clothing Store and Pantry is located at the northwest corner. Marko’s Sports and Spirits is
located at the southeast corner of Kibby and Main. Next to this two-story building is the threestory IOOF Building, built in 1890 at 705 Main Street. This landmark structure is currently
vacant and has potential to be redeveloped for mixed use – residential apartments on the upper
two floors and retail on the 1st floor. This building could be a major catalyst for development in
the heart of the District.
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These photos below illustrate the use of the four corner properties and Kibby and S. Main
Streets.

_________________________________________________________________ Kibby Street

S. Main Street
Traffic Counts at Kibby and Main
S. Main Street and Kibby Street is one of the busiest intersections in the City and is within the
top 10% of all intersections in Allen County in terms of the number of vehicles per day. It carries
only 4% less traffic than S. Main and Market Streets which is the heart of the downtown business
district. The diagram below shows the average vehicles per day on each of the four legs of this
intersection. The heaviest traffic is along Kibby Street – 8,755 along the western leg and 7,842
vehicles per day along the eastern leg.
Average Daily Traffic (Vehicles/Day) at Kibby and Main

(6,652)

Kibby Street (8,755)

(7,842)

(4,919)
S. Main Street

Source: Lima-Allen County Regional Planning Commission
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The Ohio Department of Transportation is currently reviewing several options for modifying
interchanges along the I-75 corridor within Allen County. The results of this process could affect
traffic volumes along Kibby Street.

Streetscape Improvements
Kibby Corners’ streetscape improvements were a visible sign of past
progress and improvement. However, many of the wooden and metal
poles with decorative lighting fixtures at and around Kibby and Main
Streets are deteriorating and need to be replaced. Many of the Kibby
Corners revitalization and streetscape signs have also deteriorated
providing a message counter to the intent of these once attractive sign.
Also, several of the sidewalks and curbs along S. Main Street are in need of repair. Of particular
note, the sidewalks in front of Kibby Corners Park leading to/from LACCA’s Head Start
Program need to be improved.
There are several billboards located along the S. Main Street corridor. These billboards create a
cluttered appearance.

Kibby Corners Park
Similar to the streetscape improvements, Kibby Corners Park on
S. Main Street has suffered from deferred maintenance, as
evidenced by weeds, and worn out benches and other facilities.
The park needs an upgrade. The initial understanding when this
City owned park was developed in the early 1970s, along with
the streetscape improvements, was that the neighborhood
organizations would be responsible for its maintenance. This
agreement has not been realized.

Vacant Lots
The vacant lots along S. Main Street are often a source of debris and illegally parked cars,
contributing to a negative image of the district. Similarly, large billboards at these lots detract
from the appearance and appeal of the corridor.

Historic Buildings
Despite the loss of several older and architecturally significant
buildings, there are still several buildings that contribute to the
character of the district. Most notably is the Armory-Latisona
Building, now known as the Mihlbaugh Building at 440 S. Main
and the adjoining Lima Cleaning and Pressing Company
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Building also known as 436-438 South Main Street. These two story brick building was built in
1852 and currently used for law offices. These two building are on the National Register of
Historic Places.
There are several other properties within the District such as St. John’s
Church that contribute to the opportunity to balance the historic and
architecture character of the district through renovation of older buildings
with a mix of newer developments. St. John’s Church is located in the heart
of the S. Main Street corridor is one of the most prominent buildings in the
district.
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Development / Land Use Concept Plan
The Enhancement Plan for the corridor depicts an achievable future through guided
development. The Plan foresees both the initial short-term development of lead projects
occurring in the next few years as well as the long-term stabilization of the neighborhood in the
coming decade. The plan identifies both site-specific locations for new development and non-site
specific areas of improvement, as well as policy and action steps.
The broad goal is to build upon local strengths and the identity created by the historical heart of
the community located on S. Main and Kibby Streets while stabilizing the neighborhood with
rehabilitation and new construction. Long-term stabilization of the neighborhood is created
through new investment, new business development, and increased home ownership together
with the strengthening of existing neighborhood assets.

Guiding Principles to Form a Foundation for the Plan Recommendations:
 All new and rehabilitated commercial and retail businesses are to be located along S. Main
Street.
 Neighborhood retail and personal services are to be clustered between Circular and Vine,
with an initial focus at Kibby and S. Main Street.
 Office uses are to be clustered closest to Downtown, between the Ottawa River and Circular.
 General and more automobile related commercial are to be located along the east side of S.
Main, south of Vine.
 Industrial development will be focused within and around the Global Energy site – west of S.
Main Street and south of Vine Street.
 Market rate housing should be developed along the Ottawa River, south of Elm Street along
the east side of S. Main. This should be an initial project to stimulate reinvestment in the area
and strengthen the connection between S. Main and downtown. Clean-up of the Ottawa River
should progress concurrently with the housing development efforts.
 New and diverse housing development and investment, and increased homeownership are
created through the addition of new for-sale homes and the rehabilitation of existing
buildings throughout the neighborhood. These initiatives should begin in target areas
surrounding current investments -- the two new public schools in the district and Whittier
Place.
 Land-use changes are needed along the east side of S. Main, south of Vine. New housing
within this corridor should be discouraged to allow a shift to uses supportive of the
reindustrialization of the Global Energy and related investments on the west side of S. Main.
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 Education and training initiatives need to be increased to prepare residents for new job
opportunities.
The Development Concept Plan for the district is shown on the following map.
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Clustering Strategy
The development plan for S. Main Street follows a clustering strategy – cluster appropriate
businesses within the respective corridors. Clustering complementary businesses better allows
businesses to share customers, create economic themes to attract customers and be sensitive to
the characteristics of district buildings and their respective locations. This approach is
particularly important due to the length of the District. For example, the District can not support
1.4 miles of retail activity. However, clustered together along a few blocks it is possible to create
a concentrated pedestrian experience.
The four recommended S. Main Street development clusters are summarized below and
described in more detail in later sections:
1. Office District -- The area closest to downtown between the Ottawa River and
Circular Street is recommended for office uses including the adaptive reuse of some
of the single family homes. These businesses should serve both the needs of area
residents living in the S. Main Street trade area and Downtown employees. Many
office businesses could benefit from being near downtown and being able to serve
residents in a visible location on an arterial street.
2. Neighborhood Retail and Personal Services District – This district is primary retail
and services which target residents within the trade area. This cluster is intended to
group these businesses with a pedestrian orientation. The heart of this district is the
intersection of Kibby and S. Main Streets.
3. Residential District – The residential district includes Lima Towers and several
single family homes. Rather than converting these homes to office or businesses uses,
they should remain residential and target all new office and business uses to the
appropriate districts. Also within this district is Kibby Corners Park and St. John’s
Church.
4. Mixed-use District – This District will be more automobile oriented that the
preceding districts and will serve the needs of the future industrial development
across the street including restaurants and businesses serving the needs of industries.
The former VFW Post within this District, that previously housed a
restaurant, should be converted back to a restaurant use, supporting
the growing employment base on the other side of S. Main Street.
Business Incubator
A business incubator should be developed within this mixed-use corridor focused on
small businesses that have potential to provide services to industries located on the
west side of S. Main Street. Business incubators are facilities that provide small,
entrepreneurial businesses with affordable space and shared support and business
development services. Incubators can play a nurturing role in helping young
businesses survive and grow during the start-up period when they are most financially
vulnerable. Incubators typically offer their small business tenants a wide range of
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shared services, as well as access to financial and professional assistance for a set
period of time to give the business the opportunity to “get on its feet.”

Goals of S. Main Street Revitalization
S. Main’s commercial revitalization effort, as outlined in this Enhancement Plan, should function
as a component of the on-going revitalization effort of the larger community. The goals of the
commercial revitalization effort include:
 Create a neighborhood identity.
 Attract more customers to neighborhood businesses.
 Increase the profit margins for local merchants
 Develop a business community that can attract new merchants to both vacant
storefronts and vacant lots
 Improve the credit worthiness of neighborhood businesses
 Create a self-sustaining vehicle for accomplishing long-range goals such as
streetscape improvements, the eradication of S. Main’s negative image, and the
establishment of a stronger community voice.
The long-term benefits of accomplishing these goals will be a self-sustaining revitalization effort
that can leverage additional funds from outside sources and create a business district in South
Lima that is competitive with other nearby commercial districts.
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Land Use and Zoning Recommendations
Zoning/Land Use
Lima’s zoning code and zoning map were prepared in 1949 with only a few additions. This code
is out of date and doesn’t provide adequate protection to the district nor support newer urban
development. The zoning map has permitted the proliferation of incompatible land uses that
have hindered neighborhood improvement. Further, the City currently lacks a sign code.
Goal:
Establish land use controls and design standards consistent with newer urban development and
the conceptual development plan.
Long Term Strategy
City of Lima should prepare a comprehensive update to its zoning code to reflect more flexible
urban development and newer building needs. Also, the zoning map should be amended to
conform to areas that have land use plans.
City should also prepare and adopt a new sign code. The quality and standards for signage have a
tremendous impact on the perception of a community. This phenomenon is directly related to the
investment image portrayed by a community. Bad signage conditions are generally related to
areas in economic decline, particularly if the prevalent conditions include aging signs with
structural dilapidation, excessive size and number of signs, cheap or inappropriate materials, and
poor quality of design.

Short Term Strategy
Realizing the comprehensive update to the zoning code and map can be a lengthy and costly
process, here are actions that should be employed prior to the initiation and adoption of a new
comprehensive zoning code. The intent of these changes is to help cluster uses based upon the
land use plan; help carryout plan recommendations; and improve the overall physical design of
the S. Main Street corridor.
 Rezone the property designated for market rate housing along the northern side of the Ottawa
River from Office and Business I to Class III Residential.
 Rezone the Residential District along S. Main Street, south of Kibby Street, from Business I
to Class III Residential consistent with the redevelopment plan.
 Rezone the west side of Main Street, south of 1st Street from Industrial to Business II,
consistent with the redevelopment plan.
 Prepare an overlay zoning district for the S. Main Street Corridor between the Ottawa River
on the north and 4th Street on the south. Between the Ottawa River and Vine, it would
encompass both sides of Main. From Vine to 4th Street, it would only encompass the east side
of S. Main. Conceptual guidelines for the preparation of the South Main Street Overlay
District follow:
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S. Main Street Overlay District
S. Main Street is an important gateway to the neighborhood, a retail corridor, a major arterial to
Downtown and an expanding industrial base. The design of this district must be well executed.
The Plan calls for an attractive, safe, and pedestrian-oriented retail environment that will enhance
the overall image and desirability of the neighborhood. To help accomplish this goal, a S. Main
Street zoning overlay district is recommended.
Purpose
The purposes of the S. Main Street Overlay District are as follows:
 Provide a long-term vehicle to ensure a unified development pattern throughout the
District consistent with the Enhancement Plan.
 Reduce conflicts between pedestrian and vehicular circulation.
 Protect the historic elements within the District.
 Foster development and redevelopment that is compatible with the scale and physical
character of existing buildings in the area and surrounding neighborhood through the use
of development/design guidelines.
 Provide a long-term vehicle to protect and enhance the residential neighborhoods.

Overlay District Concept
This section outlines the major concepts of the S. Main Street Overlay District and their primary
intent. These concepts should be more fully developed as part of the City of Lima’s process of
preparing the more detailed district regulations.
The design standards should ensure a base level of quality architecture and urban design that is
responsive to its context and contributes and protects the surrounding area – particularly the
nearby residential community.

Boundaries
Recommended boundaries of the overlay zoning district are S. Main Street Corridor between the
Ottawa River on the north and 4th Street on the south. Between the Ottawa River and Vine, it
would encompass both sides of S. Main. From Vine to 4th Street, it would only encompass the
east side of S. Main Street, excluding the industrial corridor along the west side of S. Main
Street.
A map of the proposed overlay district follows:
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Design Concepts
 Building Materials – The predominant exterior building materials of future commercial
and residential developments should be high quality materials including, but not limited
to, brick, glass, wood, stucco, and decorative concrete masonry units such as split face
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block and fluted block. Materials such as concrete block should not be permitted as the
predominant exterior material.
 Trash Containers – Trash containers should be screened on all sides, through the use of
evergreen plantings, fence or wall structure, which would have minimum heights. These
containers should not be located in required set backs. Similarly, outdoor storage areas
should be screened.
 Mass of Buildings – The appearance of larger new buildings and their apparent mass or
bulk should be reduced by dividing the building into smaller masses through, for
example, recesses, projections, variations in rooflines and windows.
 Parking Lots – The appearance of parking lots should be improved and developed
through landscaping buffers. If parking lots are developed in the front of a property or
adjoining a residence, a solid evergreen hedge planting, wall or berm, which would have
minimum heights, should screen the parking lot so vehicular headlights are not seen.
Additional standards between Circular and Vine:
o Parking lots between Circular and Vine – Parking lots and accessory structures
should be located at the rear of the principal building. No corner parking lots are
permitted. Parking may be located along the non-street side of the principal
building if approved through a site plan review process.
o Setbacks Between Circular and Vine – The front setback of new development
should replicate the setback of existing buildings to create a consistently
developed edge, reinforce the city center’s urban development pattern and
enhance pedestrian orientation. Front setback standards should reinforce the
building edge along a street while creating continuity in the streetscape.
 Landscaping – All new and redeveloped buildings should have extensively landscaped
greenbelts along public rights-of-ways to help create coordinated and attractive
streetscapes, and promote the aesthetic appeal and character of the District.
Commercial properties abutting residences should have buffering and screening between
the uses to minimize the impacts of noise, dust, debris, headlight glare and other
objectionable activities.
 Signage – Signage, awning, and storefront standards should create an interesting, simple,
and pedestrian-oriented environment that highlights the merchandise and retail
experience. New property signage should be at eye level and be non-obstructive. Signs
should avoid a cluttered appearance by better integrating the signs with the site and
building design. Colors of signs should be compatible with building materials. Pole
signs, banner signs, portable signs, flashing signs and temporary signs should be
prohibited. The quantity and size of signs for each business should also be limited.
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 Mechanical Systems – These systems should be in the rear or top of the building and
properly screened to the height of the equipment where abutting a residential area. Roof
mounted equipment should also be screened to the top of the equipment. Mechanical
systems in from of buildings should be prohibited.
 Lighting – All lighting for commercial properties should direct and reflect the light away
from residences.
 Noise – Sound and speaker systems that can be heard by adjoining properties should be
prohibited.
 Pedestrian Activity between Circular and Vine -- Pedestrian circulation should be
improved as development and redevelopment occurs, in accordance with general design
principles and the objectives of safety and convenience of access to properties.
Regulations should include, for example, limiting curb cuts and including continuous
pedestrian connecting walkways for situations in which there are several business within
a development.
 Colors – Exterior building façade colors selected as development and redevelopment
occurs should be compatible with the general character of the District. Façade colors
should be subtle, neutral or earth tone colors.
 Drive-thru and Pick-up Windows between Circular and Vine -- Drive thru and pickup windows should be prohibited in the front of any new or redeveloped building.

Design Review
To help carry out the goals of the S. Main Street Overlay District, the responsibilities of the
current Downtown Design Review Board should be expanded to review all major improvements
within the S. Main Overlay District. The Design Review Board is currently authorized by the
City of Lima to evaluate any proposed alteration to properties within the adjoining Downtown
Design Review District. Membership of the Design Review Board should be expanded to include
representatives from the South Lima community.

Permitted Uses
The following uses should not be permitted within the 1) Office and 2) Neighborhood
Retail/Personal Services Districts regardless of being listed as a principal permitted use or
special use in an underlying district:
(a) outdoor storage;
(b) garage repair shop, auto body or mechanical repair, secondhand car lot, storage garage or
tire repair shop; automotive sales and service; filling station
(c) transportation equipment, sales and service;
(d) transportation and trucking terminal;
(e) building trades and service;
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(f) Car wash;
(g) Truck wash;
(h) Billboard and advertising sign;
(i) Electric substation and ice house
(j) bottling works, mechanical shops;
(k) Wholesale distributors;
(l) Dog kennel;
(m)Uses permitted within the Class I, II and III Residential Districts;

The following uses should not be permitted in the Neighborhood Retail and Personal Services
District regardless of being listed as a principal permitted use or special use in an underlying
district:
(a) Social service agencies;
(b) Churches, except for traditional church buildings;
(c) Funeral parlor or sanitarium

The following uses should not be permitted within the District Mixed-use District between Vine
Street and 4th street regardless of being listed as a principal permitted use or special use in an
underlying district:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Uses permitted within the Class I, II and III Residential Districts;
Warehouse operations;
Heavy manufacturing or industrial operation
Additional specified uses permitted in the Second Industrial District

Next Steps
 A community meeting should be held with S. Main Street business and property owners to
review the concepts for the Overlay District.
 These concepts for the district should be fully developed into the more detailed district
regulations.
 Legislation to create the S. Main Street Overlay District should be prepared and follow the
City of Lima’s process for enacting zoning changes that includes Planning Commission and
City Council public hearings.
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Office Market Opportunities along S. Main Street
Key Indicators
 While Downtown Lima has a high vacancy rate of office space, it remains one of the
more stable activities in the Downtown.
 The potential for additional office space in Downtown, and opportunities for more office
development outside of Downtown along S. Main Street will likely be associated with the
continued enhancement of the overall physical and economic environment of the area.
 The S. Main Street corridor only has a few office uses that serve neighborhood residents
– a dental office, law office and a credit union.
 Many office uses could benefit from a S. Main Street location -- close proximity to
Downtown without dealing with any perception of traffic and parking issues in the
Downtown.

Office District
It is proposed that additional office use will be focused within the Downtown core and the area
between the Ottawa River and Circular Street. With the ongoing improvement of the overall
economic and physical conditions of Downtown Lima, an associated increase in demand for
office space should follow. Office uses within the S. Main corridor, south of Downtown, should
serve the personal and household needs of area residents living in the S. Main Street trade area.
Examples of “back offices” that could benefit from being near downtown and be able to serve
residents in a visible location on this arterial street include:















Accounting, auditing, bookkeeping offices;
Commercial banks;
Credit unions;
Dentist’s offices;
Doctor’s offices
Health and allied services;
Home health care services;
Individual and family services;
Legal services;
Insurance offices;
Real estate agents;
Tax services;
Title abstract and insurance offices; and
Veterinary clinic.

It also recommended that conversions of single family homes to office uses within this Office
District be encouraged.
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Neighborhood Retail and Personal Service Opportunities along S. Main Street
The various community participation processes asked residents about retail establishments they
would most like to see in the community. Four types of businesses were most frequently cited:





Grocery store;
Pharmacy;
Branch bank;
Gas station.

Supermarket / Grocery Store
A full service grocery store was consistently identified by residents during the focus groups,
visioning session and earlier resident survey as the retail establishment they would most like to
see in the community. It is clear that the existing Sav-A-Lot at Elizabeth and Vine does not fully
meet the demand for food products by South Lima residents primarily due the store’s condition,
size and the limited variety of food products. Most S. Lima residents travel to areas outside the
community to purchase groceries.
Tight profit margins in the food retail industry make it difficult for grocery businesses to survive
without efficient distribution networks and large stores, which are often seen as challenging to
locate in established urban neighborhoods. This leads to several trends nationally and locally in
Lima, including but not limited to the following:
 Large, full-service supermarkets have tended to move to the urban periphery, where less
expensive parcels of land become big box retail spaces and surface parking lots. The
average supermarket size is 54,000 square feet.
 Small neighborhood grocery stores with high quality or specialty foods often struggle,
but tend to persist in middle to high-income areas where consumer dollars provide
sufficient revenue to pay the high rent.
 In low-income urban neighborhoods, there are few full-service grocery stores, and
convenience stores offering foods of lower quality and less nutritional value (often at
higher prices) are frequently the most viable options for those without access to a vehicle.
Since all people require food on a daily basis and shop for it frequently, food retailers should be
recognized as far more than simply another retail establishment. Recruiting a full service grocery
is recognized as a priority for the District.

The Preferred Location
A grocery store should be located at one of the two City owned vacant corners at Kibby and S.
Main. These sites provide the best opportunity for recruiting a store due to the City’s site control
of these cleared properties and the high traffic counts at Kibby and S. Main.
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The Retail Report ®, included in the Appendix, analyzed demand by various retail product types
within the primary trade area for the S. Main Street corridor. The total demand for food at
grocery stores or other food stores is $26.16 million within this primary trade area. Further,
grocery stores increasingly include prescription drugs, medical supplies and personal care
products. There is an additional $4.09 million of demand in the primary trade area for
prescription drugs and medical supplies and $3.54 million for personal care products and
services. Demand for these products that could potentially be provided in a full service grocery
are summarized below and provided in more detail in the Retail Report ®.
Food at home (groceries)
Prescription drugs and medical supplies:
Personal care products and services:

$26,161,256
4,095,550
3,540,110
$33,796,916

Most of this demand is being captured by businesses outside S. Main Street’s primary trade area.
It appears from the level of demand for these above items, a full service grocery store could be
attracted and supported within the primary trade area store.

A Prerequisite for Success in Attracting a Grocery
Improving the overall environment, particularly safety, is a prerequisite for achieving a
sufficient market share of this demand for a grocery. The S. Main Street corridor is faced
with real and perceived public safety issues. Consumers and investors have many options
regarding where they spend their dollars and time. Fear of crime and other safety issues
will make them choose other commercial districts. Public safety and image improvement
initiatives which make the area safer improve consumer comfort and raise investor
confidence regarding the District need to occur before the business recruitment initiatives
for a grocery store and other major investments can be realized.

Expanding the Site
While both City owned vacant corners offer a strategic location for a grocery, each site will need
additional property to successfully attract a full service grocery. Both sites provide opportunities
for acquiring adjoining properties. Rather than acquiring and demolishing additional property at
this time, property options should be secured on adjoining lands.

Recruiting a Grocery Store
To attract a grocery store, there are three recommended options to address this need.
Option 1: Internal Recruitment
The initial strategy should focus on “internal recruitment” – business that are currently
located in the Lima market and may want to expand or relocate. Internal recruiting
requires an aggressive recruitment effort by working with businesses that are locally
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known and understand the market, bankable and have a proven business track record.
Contacting Ray’s Supermarket that has two areas stores is an example of this approach.

Option 2: External Recruitment
The seconding option is focused on “external recruitment” -- contacting national grocery
stores such as Kroger’s and smaller chain stores, such as IGA.
For both of these options, the City should be flexible in meeting the needs of the
businesses including:
 Terms for selling or leasing the City owned property.
 CRA property tax abatement. An alternate to CRA is establishing a Tax Increment
Financing (TIF) District for any public improvements needed to support the
development. TIF is an economic development tool that allows municipalities to
invest in public improvements, attract private investment in an approved district, and
utilize property tax from the increased tax base within that district (the tax increment)
to pay back the loans needed for the initial public investment.
If an external approach is required, a request for Proposals (RFP) should be prepared and
distributed to developers in the area for the purpose of redeveloping these two sites with
grocery, pharmacy and bank tenants. The RFP should reference the strengths of the site
including:
 High traffic counts at the intersection;
 City ownership of the sites and its flexibility regarding sales/lease terms;
 CRA property tax abatement;
 Retail Report ® for the S. Main Street commercial district that has been prepared
by HyettPalma that assesses the demand for food and pharmaceutical products
within the trade area.
The RFP should include both of the City owned lots at Kibby and Main and allow the
developer to propose the site that best meets their needs. A sample RFP is provided in the
Appendix.

Option 3: Work to Improve the Existing Business
If both of these options are unsuccessful, the community should attempt to work with the
Sav-a-Lot grocery store owners, the only grocery store in the neighborhood, to improve
the existing establishment. Steps should be taken to improve the quality and selection of
goods, and to tailor goods and services to the community. The City should work with the
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owners to identify programs that could be of assistance including help in expanding the
site along Vine Street.
Special Grocery Task Force
To retain a focus on this key issue, a Mayor appointed Kibby/Main Grocery Task Force
comprised of City, KCNR, AEDG and other representatives should be established. This task
force should ensure that a sequential and coordinated effort is sustained in recruiting a grocery
store to the district.

Pharmacy
Based upon the success at attracting a grocery and the inclusion of pharmaceutical products, a
full service pharmacy should be recruited for the City owned Kibby / Main Street area. The City
owned sites are of sufficient size to attract a pharmacy. Contact should be made with the existing
pharmacy chains already in the Lima area and supported by residents within the trade area
including:





Rite Aid
CVS
Pharm
Walgreens

Branch Bank
Contacts should be made with all lending institutions within the Lima area regarding the
development of a branch bank and/or credit union within the Neighborhood Retail/Personal
Services District of the S. Main Street corridor. Priority should be provided to recruiting the
following lenders that are most active in the trade area.






Huntington Bank
Chase
5/3 Bank
Superior Credit Union
Citizens National Bank

Also, if a Request for Proposals is distributed to developers for a grocery, proposals that include
a branch bank should receive special consideration.

Gas Station
A gas station has also been identified as a high priority businesses needed within the South Lima
community. A gas station should be recruited to locate within the Mixed Use District along S.
Main Street -- south of Vine Street. The vicinity of S. Main and 4th Street has the best potential
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for a gas station as the result of its high traffic volume. There are 6,470 vehicles per day along 4th
Street, east of Kibby and 4,935 along the western leg of 4th Street.
A process similar to the grocery store model should be initiated by the City of Lima.

Other Neighborhood Retail and Personal Services to be Recruited
Other priority retail business types (in addition to the previously described grocery, pharmacy
and branch bank) that should be recruited and clustered in the Neighborhood Retail District
include the following:








Moderate priced family restaurant(s);
Sporting goods – apparatus and clothing;
Shoe store, including athletic shoes;
Men’s clothing store;
Women’s clothing store;
Video rental;
Florist.
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Additional S. Main Street Strategies
Below are other proposed actions as part of a broader enhancement plan for S. Main Street.
Attracting Businesses
Two approaches for attracting businesses are outlined below – an internal and an external
approach:
Internal Recruitment
Recruiting new businesses to the S. Main Street corridor should initially focus on internal
recruiting – working with existing businesses owners in nearby areas already interested in
providing goods and services at a S. Main Street location. Internal recruitment could
include the expansion of an existing business or the opening of appropriate new
businesses by successful business owners operating in Downtown or other locations
within the Lima area. Rather than going outside the community to recruit businesses,
internal business recruitment involves an aggressive effort to satisfy market demand by
working with existing business owners who are locally known, capitalized, bankable and
have a positive track record. This is a cost-effective process for business recruitment.
An aggressive effort should be made to work with these existing business owners within
the Lima area to:
 Expand their current business to a S. Main Street location for the purpose of
diversifying or adding another component to their existing business.
 Opening another business of the type recommended in this plan;
 Relocating from another part of the community to an appropriate S. Main Street
building space if relocation could enhance a businesses’ potential to be more
profitable and better serve their market.
External Recruitment
When it has been determined that all possible progress has been made with internal
recruitment, an external recruitment effort should be initiated. External recruitment
involves seeking new business prospects from outside of the Lima area. To succeed, the
external recruitment effort should focus on the priority businesses identified in this plan –
one at a time. For example, after the efforts to recruit the grocery / pharmacy and branch
bank are successful, efforts should directed to other goods and services on the list such as
a sit-down restaurant. And once that effort is successful, all efforts and energy should be
focused on other goods and services on the list.
When recruiting businesses, all efforts should include the following:
 Description of the increased investment in Downtown;
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 Description of Global Energy’s investment and schedule and related developments;
 Programs and financial incentives available to potential businesses locating in the
district;
 Copy of the Retail Report ®
applicable;

documenting demand for goods and serves as

 Ongoing efforts by the partnership of organizations to enhance conditions along S.
Main Street and the surrounding neighborhood.

Recruitment Process
Based upon the steps outlined above, the following actions should occur.
 KCNR should create and continually update a computerized inventory of all
businesses and properties throughout S. Main Street District to allow sorting by
various building and space parameters. Student interns from nearby colleges to help
create the property information system should be sought.
 Cooperate with Downtown Lima to include strategic properties on their web site
under “Investment Opportunities.”
 A recruitment packet should be prepared for the district outlining future
developments planned nearby, results of the Retail Report ®, traffic counts and
financial incentives that are available. Depending upon the particular business to be
recruited, the availability of the Microenterprise Training program managed by
LACCA should be emphasized.
 Once prospects are identified, KCNR and the City should meet with them. During
these meetings, the prospects should be provided the recruitment packet.
 When prospects visit S. Main Street, KCNR and City representatives should serve as
their host. Specific business owners, bankers and other representatives should be
alerted to the visit so they can be on call to assist prospects in any manner possible
during their visit.
 If a prospect shows an interest in one or more of the properties/spaces, a meeting
should be arranged between the prospect, the appropriate person leasing/selling the
property and KCNR/City staff.
 KCNR and City staff should follow-up with owners, agents and prospects to
determine if any additional financial/technical assistance or help moving through the
regulatory process is needed.
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 KCNR should engage the local real estate community in the business attraction
efforts. As an initial step, KCNR should initiate a meeting with all commercial
realtors in the area. First, the overall enhancement effort, types of business that are
being targeted and other area improvements should be reviewed. Second, KCNR and
the real estate community should discuss how they can work together to fill vacancies
with appropriate businesses.

Retaining Business
Retaining existing businesses along the S. Main Corridor and stopping the drain of businesses
needs to be a high priority. One of the most effective strategies a business district can offer is a
program to assist existing businesses in their efforts to become or remain profitable within the
business district. It is typically less costly and time intensive to help retain an existing business
than it is to try to recruit a new one. Further, the success of existing businesses provides proof of
the economic viability of a district. Accordingly, every opportunity should be given to existing
business operators first.
The initial emphasis of the economic development strategy for S. Main Street is retaining exiting
businesses and halting the ongoing loss of neighborhood retail and personal services within the
District. Several strategies should be emphasized:

Work with Existing Property Owners
One-on-one meetings between KCNR staff and business owners should be arranged with each S.
Main Street business and institution. KCNR should begin at the heart of the District at S. Main
and Kibby and work out from there. The purposes of this visitation program are to 1) provide
one-on-one assistance to find out if there are any problems/issues in which KCNR, the City or
another organization can help to allow the business to stay and grow in S. Lima; 2) Seek their
participation in the enhancement process for the district and 3) ensure that they are aware of
existing financial and technical resources that are available including LACCA’s microenterprise
training.

Improving Vacant Lots
The vacant lots along S. Main Street, often a source of debris and
illegally parked cars contribute to a negative image of the district
and detract from its "quality of life" and livability. All vacant lots
along S. Main Street should be screened with appropriate fencing
or with landscaping until developed. All property owners of these
lots should be contacted and requested to improve their sites.
A Starting Point
The vacant lot at the corner of Circular and S. Main owned by the Marathon Oil
Company has been identified by neighborhood residents as a priority site for
improvement. To begin the effort to improve these vacant lots until development
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opportunities are realized, the Marathon Oil Company should initially be contacted and
requested to improve their property. One option is for KCNR or the City to facilitate a
partnership with Apollo Career Center’s High School Program. Under this scenario,
Marathon pays for the material costs, and Apollo provides the design services and labor.
Marathon would then contract with an organization, perhaps KCNA, for ongoing
maintenance. This process could serve as a model for other clean-up efforts.

Clean-Up
As part of the effort to improve the appearance of the district, KCNA and SNA should
periodically sponsor a "clean-up day" in conjunction with local businesses. Over time, the
business community should take responsibility for sponsoring and planning these clean-up
efforts.

Improving Streetscape
Improve the appearance and image of the S. Main Street corridor as part of businesses attraction
process. City of Lima should prepare a Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation
Equity Act (SAFETEA-LU) Transportation Enhancement Grant Application to the Lima-Allen
County Regional Planning Commission (LACRPC) for streetscape improvements. To be
eligible, the City should work with LACRPC to include these streetscape improvements in their
Long Range Transportation Plan. These improvements along S. Main Street should include:
 Enhanced/replaced decorative street poles and fixtures along the entire S. Main Street
corridor from the Ottawa Rive to 4th Street.
 Replaced Kibby Corners signs throughout the district; and
 Sidewalk and curb improvements at designated locations along S. Main Street
including in front of Kibby Corners Park and the route from LACCA’s Head Start
Program to the Park. Apollo Career Center’s High School Program should be
approached regarding helping with designated sidewalk improvements within the
district.

Improving Kibby Corners Park
As the result of deferred maintenance, improvements are needed at Kibby Corners Park. The
quality of the landscaping needs to be enhanced to create a more welcoming and comfortable
environment for the community to enjoy the park. The picnic tables and other equipment need to
be replaced. Additionally, community members would like to increase the feeling of security at
the park. The following is recommended:
 KCNA should organize more clean-up events around Kibby Corners Park to improve the
overall cleanliness and image of the area. More community participation and organized
events are also needed to “take back” the park from the illegal elements.
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 City of Lima should initiate discussions with Apollo Career Center’s High School
Program for help in providing architectural services and labor for these improvements.
Apollo has landscape architects that can prepare an updated plan for the park as well as
provide labor for some of the improvements. These improvements could include
landscaping, new tables and benches.
 Further, discussions should be initiated with St. John’s Church, adjoining service
agencies including the Family Resource Center, KCNA and the City of Lima regarding a
plan for sharing responsibility for the ongoing maintenance of the Park.

Grade Separation Along Main Street
Trains currently block S .Main as the result of a lack of grade
separation. This problem will be exacerbated with Global Energy’s
activity. Alternate grade separation design plans, one that includes S.
Main, are currently being reviewed. For the S. Main Street corridor to
realize increased business from the new industrial development south
of Vine Street, grade separation alternate needs to be selected that
result in linking the commercial districts with the industrial
development. KCNR, KCNA and SNA should closely monitor this process and provide any
community support that may be necessary for securing special outside funding from, for
example, the State of Ohio.

Safety / Security
Safety and security are major concerns for the residents and property owners of S. Main Street.
There is still fear among many residents of illegal drug sales, prostitution and unsafe streets.
Community residents would like to see increased security, a return to neighborhood patrols,
improved police and code enforcement, and physical improvements such as lighting to increase
safety in the district. Neighborhood Patrol programs should be expanded to the S. Main Street
District to create “business patrols.” The City of Lima Police Department should work with
KCNA, SNA and business owners to create the patrol programs throughout the business
corridor. Safety strategies are discussed further in the housing /neighborhood development
section of the plan.

Lender Consortium
Current lending programs at favorable terms are very limited in the amount of resources
available. The eligibility area of the Downtown Lima Development Loan Program has recently
been expanded to include the portion of S. Main Street between the Ottawa River and Vine
Street. This expansion recognizes the importance of the district and its relationship to
Downtown. This revolving loan program provides growing businesses with long-term, fixed rate
financing for major fixed assets (such as land, buildings, and equipment), as well as inventory
and operating expenses. However, this program has limited remaining funds. Also, credit and
other requirements may thwart S. Main Street businesses from accessing these funds. The
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program is managed by West Central Development Corporation and described further in the
appendix.
A new D’Arcy revolving loan program, using a grant from British Petroleum, is being
implemented by the Allen Economic Development Group. This program includes South Lima
businesses.
Local lending institutions, the City, Downtown Lima, West Central Development Corporation,
AEDG and KCNR should work together to establish a special higher risk loan program for this
area that businesses along S. Main Street can access. They should seek funds from either a
nonprofit foundation or other funding source to leverage private bank funds. All area private
lenders should participate in the establishment of this new lender consortium targeted to S. Main
Street. A goal of this lender consortium is to ensure that the necessary financial resources are in
place so that the business and real estate development initiatives can be carried out. This program
should be managed by West Central Development Corporation, AEDG or area lenders, rather
than creating new business lending systems.

Building Facade Assistance Program
The City should reestablish a façade improvement program to encourage the needed renovation
of older buildings within the district. However, rather than focusing on providing City grant
assistance which is limited and triggers federal regulations that increase renovation costs, this
program should provide architectural and technical support. S. Lima business owners should
receive free architectural and design assistance from a professional architect who would be
retained by the City of Lima. Discussion should be held with Downtown Lima regarding a joint
program.
The program should provide free design consultation from local architects for commercial
business and property owners who agree to finance the actual construction costs, including
permits and licensing requirements. Using the City of Lima’s Community Development Block
Grants funds should be considered for this program.
The primary redevelopment principle for S. Main Street commercial building should be to bring
them up to modern standards, while maintaining its architectural character. The best way to
accomplish this task is by maintaining as much of the original building's fabric as possible, and
replacing those features which have deteriorated beyond saving, with in-kind features as closely
as possible.

Engaging Business Owners
Business owners along S. Main have not been fully engaged in planning for the future of their
district. The business community needs to more fully participate. Future short term (Phase I) and
long-term (Phase II) actions should be based upon these goals:
Goals for Phase I
The short term goals are:
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Generate interest among businesses about collective action.
Build trust among the businesses, and between the businesses and outside actors.
Raise businesses' expectations about the possibility of change.
Create a neighborhood identity.
Increase the financial stability of local businesses.
Increase the capacity of businesses to organize and implement activities.

The approach to implementing this revitalization strategy should be incremental. During
Phase I, the process will be led by existing institutions. Over time, businesses should take
a stronger role in both guiding the revitalization effort and implementing specific
strategies.
Specific programs for businesses along S. Main Street to undertake include:
 Develop joint advertising or promotional materials, such as a neighborhood business
directory;
 Actively participate and promote periodic "clean-up days" in conjunction with KCNA
and SNA

Goals for Phase II
The longer term goals are to:
 Formalize cooperation among businesses as part of a S. Main Street Business
Association.
 Facilitate businesses’ leadership in the implementation of the Enhancement Plan
 Encourage businesses to make a greater commitment of time and/or money to joint
activities.
 Increase the capacity of businesses to advocate their own interests.
 Promote the neighborhood to city residents.
The formalization of a business association or other merchant-led coalition is probably
the most important goal because it will enable business owners to interact more
effectively with foundations, public agencies and commercial lending institutions that
prefer to provide assistance to an organization. In Phase I, KCNR staff should act as a
liaison between merchants and these outside actors, but in Phase II local merchants
should take a more active role. While community-based organizations should still be
involved in the commercial revitalization process during Phase II, their role should shift
from one of leadership to support. This gradual transfer of control will ensure that the
revitalization effort becomes self-sustaining over time and that merchants will have the
strongest voice in planning their future.
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Housing Opportunities
In addition to housing opportunities included as part of the neighborhood enhancement strategies
described in a later section, there are other housing opportunities.
Market Rate Housing
There has not been any market rate housing developed in the District since the Eureka Street
homes were developed by the former nonprofit Rehab Project in the 1980s. Recent national
trends suggest that many future housing occupants, particularly singles, couples without children,
individuals whose children have left home and retired persons, will seek quality housing in
revitalized neighborhoods and commercial districts in increasing numbers. However, there are
currently limited opportunities for market rate housing in the Downtown and the South Lima
District. Improvement in the District’s overall quality of life is a prerequisite for market
rate housing with some notable exceptions described below.
As the District’s quality of life is enhanced it is likely that an increased demand for market rate
housing in and near Downtown will surface. As the District is enhanced, efforts should be made
to attract market rate housing units to attain a greater diversity and balance of income levels.
The initial efforts to develop market rate housing should target:
 The strongest market and the greatest number of housing units should be developed in
proximity to and affording views of the Ottawa River
across from the new YMCA on the edge of Downtown
along the new bike path. The 1.3 acre site, along the
north side of the River has a two-story building that is
underutilized. Based upon an analysis of the potential of
this building to be adaptively reused for housing, the
property should either be rehabilitated for housing or the
current building should be razed and new housing
should be constructed on the site. Several City officials
have indicated that the building is structurally sound.
Market rate housing, beginning at this site, has several strategic advantages:
 Creates a linkage between Downtown and the neighborhood;
 Further strengthens South Lima’s northern border;
 Helps to economically diversify the immediate community.
The following process should be used:
 The Ottawa River Coalition and the Ohio Department of Natural Resources should be
contacted to accelerate clean-up efforts along the Ottawa River.
 Artspace /Lima, a non-profit organization dedicated to providing visual arts to the region
should be requested to provide public art along the River corridor.
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 The City of Lima and Downtown Lima should establish a budget and pool of
predevelopment funds to support the cost of an option, feasibility analyses, market study
and Phase I environmental assessment for the site.
 Engage a firm to conduct an analysis to decide the feasibility of adaptive reuse vs.
demolition / new construction of this property and a market analysis.
 Engage an environmental firm to conduct a Phase I environmental assessment of the
building and property.
 A long-term real estate option should be secured on the site.
 Local developers and those who have expressed an interest in developing market rate
housing in Lima should be initially contacted and presented with the site information,
description of financial support such as CRA property tax abatement and request a
proposal. If this “internal” recruitment is not successful, a Request for Proposal should
then be prepared and forwarded to developers with a successful track record. Similar to
the RFP process for the grocery, the advantages of this site should be emphasized
including:
 Location along the Ottawa River and efforts to improve the river’s quality.
 Location along the bike path.
 Close proximity to the new YMCA.
 Close proximity to Downtown.
If the initial market rate housing development along the River site is successful, this site should
be expanded for a Phase II along the River and north to include the adjoining VFW Post site for
additional housing development. Rather than placing arbitrary limits on the number of housing
units that can be supported, it is suggested that the absorption of units in the marketplace be used
as the primary indicator of market rate housing demand.

Additional Housing Opportunities
 Develop market rate housing in the upper floors of existing buildings
starting throughout the Downtown and continuing along the S. Main Street
district.
 There are several prominent buildings within the district that have potential
for a mixed use -- commercial and housing development. The 3-story
IOOF building at 705 S. Main, south of Kibby, should be the initial mixeduse redevelopment project within the corridor to include housing in the two
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upper floors and 1st floor commercial. This building in the heart of the district could be a
major catalyst for other development. The restructured KCNR should consider this building
as its initial real estate development project.
Another potential mixed-use building to consider for rehabilitation is
the three-story brick Alamo Building at the southwest corner of S.
Main and Vine Streets. The two upper floors are currently vacant.
 Attracting Global Employees – As the market and quality of life is
enhanced in the neighborhood, a program should be established to create financial incentives
for employees of Global Energy, Lima Synthesis Gas Product Commercialization Center and
related industries to purchase a home in the area. Until conditions are improved, such a
program is unlikely to attract these employees to the neighborhood.
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Targeting Housing and Neighborhood Investments
Future development of housing and other improvements needs to be targeted and be part of a
larger neighborhood enhancement strategy. Lima has a weak and declining housing market that
provides special challenges. The housing market is locked in a cycle of decline. These market
weaknesses trigger poor housing conditions and neighborhood decline. Strategies need to be
tailored to these conditions – long term, targeted and transformative. To address these issues,
housing strategies need to:
 Link housing and neighborhood improvements to key
neighborhood investments such as Whittier Place, in which
an entire block is being redeveloped for 12 new homes.
 Link housing improvements with new Lima Public Schools
in the area. The two new
public schools in the
district, Liberty Elementary School and Lima South
Middle School, can be a major factor in attracting
families and improving the market for single-family
homes. The investment in these new schools should
leverage a broader investment in the neighborhoods that
surround the schools.
 Build from neighborhood strengths such as the ongoing Downtown improvements and
future Global Energy and Lima Synthesis Gas Product Commercialization Center
investments.
 Engage key institutions, including the City of Lima, private lenders and area hospitals, as
partners. The City plays a key role in providing HOME funds for development and
affordability subsidies. The banks play a role in providing necessary construction
financing. Area hospitals and other large area employers can be a source of prospective
homebuyers and tenants.
 Engage the South Lima community.
While the South Lima neighborhood has a weak housing market, various sections have different
levels of disinvestment and require approaches based on their conditions, private and public
investment and available resources. These communities have been classified into three
designations based in part upon the criteria described above. Specific strategies for each
respective district will be identified in a later section
 Conservation Areas
Conservation areas are parts of the community that are in good condition and of high
quality with a relatively strong market, high home ownership and low vacancy rate. An
example would be Eureka Street between S. Main and Central.
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 Stabilization Areas
Stabilization areas are those sections of the community that housing issues center on
deferred maintenance, some properties needing major rehabilitation and only a few
vacant lots. There are stagnant property values, increasing vacancies, and/or a weakening
market. These areas have nearby investments such as new public schools or other
transformative investments such as Whittier place than can be a catalyst for home
ownership and home improvements. Examples of Stabilization Areas are the areas
surrounding Whittier Place and the new Liberty Elementary School
 Redeveloping Areas
Redeveloping areas have more severe problems – they are
experiencing population and housing decline, vacant housing, high
renter occupancy, low value homes, single-person households, a
large quantity of vacant homes and lots. These areas have not seen
any recent housing investment and, in many instances, have land
uses that conflict with the quality of a residential area.
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Housing and Neighborhood Development -- Goals and Strategies
Recommended goals and strategies for each of the three neighborhood districts follow. The
Development Concept Plan map shows the location of each respective district.

I. Conservation Districts
Conservation areas are parts of the community that are in good condition
and of high quality with a relatively strong market,
high home ownership and low vacancy rate. As
shown on the Development Plan map, these areas
include:
 Eureka Street, between S. Main and Central
and
 Circular Street, east of S. Main Street.

GOAL:
Sustain and enhance the overall conditions and quality of life within these Districts.
Strategies
Strategies for these areas should include:
 Rapid-response by the City of Lima to any market changes that would foster
neighborhood decline, including code enforcement and a rapid response to vacant
units or public nuisances.
 Enhance the quality of life by nipping any problems in the bud, including issues
resulting from nearby and potentially incompatible land uses.
 Disapprove any zoning actions that could result in land use conflicts and reduce the
quality of life in the neighborhood.
 Initiate neighborhood beatification efforts including tree planting.
 Monitor housing conditions and vacancies, reported crime and overall neighborhood
conditions in cooperation with Kibby Corners Neighborhood Association.
 Maintain adequate levels of municipal services;
 Organize and sustain block clubs and hold annual social events. These block clubs, in
cooperation with KCNA, should also monitor any zoning changes that may affect
their community and actively engage in City public hearings regarding these
proposed changes.
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 Improve entrances to these areas with landscaping. The vacant lot at Circular and
Main has illegally parked cars, debris and two large billboards providing an
unattractive entrance to the street. Further, the chained linked fence along the bowling
alley facing Circular needs a landscaping buffer. Similarly, the vacant lot at the
corner of Eureka and S. Main adjoining the Eureka Street residential district should
be cleaned up and landscaped.
II. Stabilization Districts
Stabilization areas are those sections of the community that housing issues center on deferred
maintenance, a few properties needing major rehabilitation and only a few vacant lots. These
areas have nearby investments such as a new public school or other transformative investments
such as Whittier Place than can be a catalyst for additional home ownership and home
improvements. Three Stabilization Areas have been identified as shown on the Development
Concept map and include the areas surrounding:
 Whittier Place;
 New Liberty Elementary School; and
 New Lima South Middle School

GOAL:
Improve and stabilize the overall conditions and quality of life within these Districts
with the rehabilitation of existing properties, increased homeownership, and
enhancing the quality of life for neighborhood residents and newcomers of diverse
incomes. Mixed-income resident development is encouraged.
New and diverse housing development and investment and increased homeownership
need to be created through the addition of new for-sale homes and the rehabilitation of
existing buildings throughout the neighborhood. This should begin in target areas
surrounding current investments such as the new schools and Whittier Place. Two
Stabilization Districts are identified as a starting point for Phase I and a third for
Phase II.
Phase I Stabilization Areas – as shown on the Development Concept map, the residential
areas surrounding:
 Whittier Place;
 New Liberty Elementary School including the residential area north of the Ottawa
River – along McDonel and Pierce Streets, between Elm Street on the north and
North Shore Street on the south.
Phase II Stabilization Area – areas surrounding:
 New Lima South Middle School
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Strategies
Strategies for these Stabilization areas should include the following:
 Undertake many “standard actions” simultaneously to address housing maintenance /
rehabilitation, code enforcement, absente landlords, vacant land, and crime.
 Target, coordinate and actively promote all current community housing resources to
the Phase I Stabilization areas including the housing programs managed by the City
of Lima and LACCA:
o City’ Emergency Home Repair Program.
o City’s HOME ReNEW.
o City’s low-interest home repair loan program.
o AL-DAP, down payment/closing costs for a first time home managed by
LACCA. Clients are required to "earn" credits toward this money by
attending classes.
o CRA property tax abatement.
o City’s Neighbor 2 Neighbor Program that links persons who have physical
or financial limitations and volunteers willing to help them perform
required home repairs and/or clean ups.
 Market Ohio Housing Finance Agency’s (OHFA) First-Time Homebuyer Programs
and request all Lima area private lenders to participate in this program. OHFA has
recently introduced web-based trainings to educate lenders about their loan products.
Area realtors should also be informed of this program. A list of all participating
lenders in the Lima area and a summary program description are included in the
appendix. Lima households of three or more persons with an annual income of
$81,130 are eligible to participate in the program.
 Establish a flexible pool of rehabilitation funds without income limitations to allow
all households in the neighborhood to participate. While most residents are lower
income, there are still residents with higher incomes that should be encouraged to stay
and improve their properties. Area lenders should be contacted to provide an
individual pool of flexible loan funds or establish a lender consortium. This flexibility
could help a broader range of households than if funds had been designated only for
lower-income households.
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 Develop a program with New Lima Housing for the Future to acquire and redevelop
strategic vacant and abandoned homes within the district that can be feasibly be
rehabilitated. These homes, subsequent to being rehabilitated by experienced general
contractors, would be sold to 1 st time homebuyers. Since the total development cost
(acquisition, rehabilitation and soft costs) will likely be higher than the resale price, a
sufficient level of City of Lima HOME funds are necessary to close the “appraisal
gap.” Also, the cost of meeting City lead based paint policies will need to be included
in the rehabilitation costs. Construction financing from a private lender will also be
necessary and paid back through the proceeds of the sale of the home. Potential
homebuyers should be identified through areas churches, larger employers such as the
two area hospitals and the Allen Metropolitan Housing Authority.
 Work with Habitat for Humanity to develop new housing on vacant lots within the
target areas.
 Demolish vacant and abandoned homes not suitable for rehabilitation. Assistance
should be sought from the Allen Lima Leadership Group that is partnering with the
Apollo Career Center for the demolition of vacant properties. The Allen Lima
Leadership Group is providing the front end property research and paying the cost of
dump fees. The Apollo Career Center crews are responsible for demolishing the
building. Since the demolition is conducted by supervised students, the demolitions
are generally time consuming – therefore, properties that are of an immediate safety
concern should not be selected for this program.
 Review traffic patterns within these areas for the purpose of determining the
feasibility of converting one-way streets to two-way.
 Focus City of Lima public infrastructure improvements including street paving and
curb improvements within the Stabilization Areas.
 Simultaneous with street and curb improvements in target areas, broken and cracked
sidewalk improvements should also be repaired. Property owners are responsible for
ensuring that the sidewalks in front of their properties are maintained, including
repair or replacement of damaged or displaced concrete. The City should conduct
sidewalk inspections within all target areas.
 For the Liberty target area, rehabilitate the six-unit row house apartment at the
northeast corner of Elizabeth Street and Circular Street. This visible “Keller” building
is in need of rehabilitation and could discourage investment in the surrounding area.
The building is similar in design to the “McClain” building at
the corner of S. Main and Circular which has been rehabilitated.
If necessary, the City should provide financial assistance to the
owner for rehabilitation of the property in the form of a low
interest or deferred loan. If the owner is not willing to make the
necessary improvements, New Lima Housing should consider
the acquisition and rehabilitation of the property using State of
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Oho Housing Development Assistance Program (HDAP) gap financing and loan
support from the City and a private lender based upon the needs of the project.
 Actively encourage residents of the area to participate in available training and
educational opportunities within in the community.

III. Redevelopment Districts
Redeveloping areas have more sever problems and the existing fabric of the area is vulnerable –
they are experiencing a steep population decline, increasing vacant housing, high renter
occupancy, low value homes, and a large proportion of single-person and elderly householders.
These areas have not seen any recent housing investment and may have industrial and other land
uses that conflict with the residences. These development areas have a significant number of
vacant lots, many resulting from demolition of vacant/abandoned homes. The Redevelopment
Areas require significant public and private support to address blight and disinvestment.
Goal
Improve and stabilize the overall conditions and quality of life within these Districts
with new construction and investment, mitigation of conflicting land uses,
rehabilitation of existing properties, increased homeownership, and overall
enhancement of the quality of life for neighborhood residents and newcomers of
diverse incomes. Mixed-income residential development is encouraged.
1st Redevelopment District
The initial redevelopment area that should be improved is the southern District
immediately west of the future Global Energy and related industrial developments.
Initiation of these district improvements should not begin until there is visible
construction resulting from the new industrial investments. This will help instill greater
confidence in the future of this area.

Strategies:
 The strategies described under the Stabilization Districts would also be used for these
more distressed sectors of the community.
 A large scale scattered site lease purchase program should develop about 40 new
single family homes on the vacant lots. The Low Income Housing Tax Credit
program should be used as the primary source of financing. This initiative should be
lead by New Lima Housing for the Future in partnership with a private developer.
 City land banking of vacant properties should be accelerated. To facilitate an
increased ability to acquire vacant properties, Allen County officials should consider
implementing the provisions in the recently enacted House Bill 294, which became
effective September 28, 2006. This provides an expedited foreclosure procedure for
property that is both unoccupied and has delinquent property taxes
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 Limited spot demolition of vacant properties not suitable for rehabilitation should be
conducted by the City of Lima.
 Based upon the specific Redevelopment District, private partners from the adjoining
commercial/industrial developments should become engaged in the redevelopment
process. The goal is to find solutions to minimize any adverse impacts created by the
incompatible land uses.

Starting Out in Each Target Area
Each target area should be initiated in a deliberate sequence as follows:
 All participants in the enhancement process should initially meet to discuss their potential
respective roles including City of Lima Community Development, Police, Building and
Zoning, and Public Works Departments, LACCA, Allen Metropolitan Housing
Authority, New Lima Housing for the Future, KCNR, KCNA and SNA. The purpose of
this initial meeting is to ensure that all available resources appropriate for the specific
target area are available and committed to the district.
 Additional private and public partners that can contribute to the success of the
improvement process should be identified and asked to participate.
 City of Lima should prepare a resource guide that clearly describes the resources and
available programs to help with home maintenance and repair.
 City of Lima and other partners should advertise and conduct a public information
meeting to explain the program and solicit ideas for further enhancing the improvement
effort. This initial meeting should be co-sponsored by the City of Lima, KCNR and the
appropriate neighborhood association..

Enhanced Code Enforcement
Community residents have identified increased code enforcement efforts as a method of
improving the overall appearance of the neighborhood and reducing blight. Increased
enforcement efforts can address many of the visual problems in the area, such as illegal
dumping, abandoned vehicles, and illegal businesses. One method of proactively increasing
enforcement is assigning a Code Enforcement Team to tour the target neighborhood and identify
code violations. This approach utilizes a combination of education and enforcement to reduce
code violations. Prior to a tour, all residents receive a letter of notification about the upcoming
tour, and a description of codes. Residents then have time to correct any violations before the
assigned tour. If violations are observed during the tour, courtesy warning letters should be sent
to property owners advising them to make the necessary corrections by a specified date.
Inspectors should then revisit sites after the compliance date, and any violations that have not
been corrected may be subject to an administrative citation with fines.
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Improving code enforcement requires a partnership between the City and neighborhood
residents. It is essential that residents have a working knowledge of the codes and regulations
applicable to the area, and that there is open and continuous communication between
neighborhood residents and enforcement officers. Residents should be encouraged to contact
code enforcement with complaints and questions about violations in the area, but it is essential
that residents first understand the City regulations and the code enforcement process.
Distributing the City’s citizens' guide to code enforcement may be helpful in educating residents
about their responsibilities and describing how residents can contribute to neighborhood
beautification. This material can be distributed door-to-door throughout the target areas.

Safety
By targeting law enforcement and community development resources in the same places,
residents and police are given more of an ability to transform their neighborhoods into stronger,
healthier places to live and do business. Projects that address prostitution and drug activity help
build a stable economic base and pave the way for new investment. As the result of the Weed
and Seed program, there has been a cooperative and comprehensive approach to addressing
crime issues. Programs have included training for an anti-bullying program for local schools, job
training programs for youth, special police operations, purchase of police equipment such as
computers in cruisers, drug test kits and training initiatives. However, U.S. Department of
Justice’s Weed and Seed funding will likely be concluded at the end of 2007. It is critical to the
S. Main Street enhancement efforts that the momentum created by the Weed and Seed
Program and the Steering Committee’s work be sustained.
The following steps are recommended:
 Rather than disbanding at the completion of the Weed and Seed Program, the Weed and
Seed Steering Committee should continue meeting for the purpose of monitoring
conditions, identifying programs and seeking any necessary funding to support ongoing
or new initiatives that addresses the causes of crime.
 The Weed and Seed Steering Committee should transform to a “Crime Prevention
Coalition” or a similar name that would monitor conditions and implement a coordinated
and comprehensive strategy aimed at reducing crime in the neighborhood.
 The Coalition should continue to be comprised of law enforcement staff, City officials
and other community stakeholders. Other stakeholders should be added to the Coalition to
increase the leadership capacity of residents including representatives of KCNA, SNA
and KCNR as it becomes reactivated.
 City of Lima staff should be responsible for facilitating the ongoing meetings of the
Coalition.
 Neighborhood Block Patrol programs should be organized in areas without a program
and strengthened in other parts of the community to increase the visibility of crime
prevention efforts.
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 Neighborhood Block Patrol programs should be expanded to the S. Main Street District
to create “business patrols.” The City of Lima Police Department should work with
KCNA, SNA and business owners to create the patrol programs throughout the business
corridor.
 Lima Police Department should be invited to continue conducting crime prevention
workshops to increase awareness about safety issues.
 When a sufficient level of staffing is available, Lima Police Department should reassign
staff and return neighborhood officers to the S. Lima district during at least the initial
years of the rebuilding period. While overtime through the Weed and Seed program has
been helpful, it is not as effective as a sustained presence of neighborhood based officers.
These neighborhood officers would regularly attend block patrol meetings in their district
in an effort to partner with the community on crime reduction strategies.
 Crime statistics within the target areas should be closely tracked and monitored and
reviewed with the Coalition on a monthly basis using the Police Department’s mapping
and data software.
 Neighborhood officers should actively encourage victims to report all crimes.
 Street lighting should be improved on all poorly lit streets and vacant lots that attract drug
dealers. Community organizations and the City should work with block clubs to explain
the process for upgrading street lighting.
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Restructuring Kibby Corners Neighborhood Revitalization Inc. (KCNR)
Revitalization efforts have demonstrated that even in the poorest neighborhoods, there are assets
upon which renewal can be based. Capitalizing on South Lima’s existing assets requires a
community-based organization that is willing to serve as a catalyst for the revitalization effort.
Start-up capital, and a larger group of neighborhood-based partners who are committed to the
District's future are also essential. A revitalization effort can then build upon whatever assets
exist in the community to get the attention of organizations outside the neighborhood, who can
assist the effort by providing financial and technical assistance and other needed support.

Goal:
Restructure KCNR into an effective community development corporation with an active Board
of Directors and professional staff primarily focused on rebuilding the S. Main Street district in
partnership with the City, other community organizations and the private sector. KCNR should
take a lead role in implementing the S. Main Street and other economic development initiatives.

Strategies:
 Continue moving forward with the reactivation and restructuring of KCNR.
 Recruit a broader and more diverse Board of Directors including:
o Younger members;
o Racial diversity to reflect the community;
o Business representatives along S. Main;
o Residents in the target area;
o Professionals, particularly representative of financial institution;
o Clergy;
o Allen Economic Development Corporation;
o Social service organizations;
o Realtors
o People who will donate, solicit, or provide in-kind financial support.
 Establish roles distinct from New Lima Housing for the Future’s primary housing role.
KCNR should focus on business and economic development for the purpose of enhancing
S. Main Street and the industrial corridor.
The Executive Director should work directly with the business community. The first
priority for this person will be to develop relationships with merchants, build faith in the
concept of commercial revitalization, and convince them of the merits of the effort. This
person should dedicate a large proportion of his/her time to the S. Main Street business
community.
KCNR should also work closely with the City’s efforts to redevelop the industrial
corridor in the southwest quadrant of the community. Unlike the S. Main initiative,
KCNR’s role should be more supporting and augmenting the City’s activities.
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 Establish a working relationship with Kibby Corners Neighborhood Association and
Southside Neighborhood Association (SNA). KCNA and SNA should focus on advocacy,
monitoring conditions, community relations and crime prevention.
 KCNR should attract outside funding and engaging in real estate development focused
along the S. Main Street Corridor for strategic properties the private sector is not willing
to develop.
 Establish a strategic alliance with another organization to reduce operating costs and
increase effectiveness. An alliance could include, for example, sharing office space,
sharing support staff, and creating overlapping boards. KCNR should enter into
discussions regarding an alliance with these nonprofit organizations:
o New Lima Housing for the Future – A city-wide community development
corporation that is building housing in the target area.
o Downtown Lima Inc. – This agency has offices just outside the District and
provides a similar role for Downtown as is envisioned KCNR will play for
S. Main Street. Downtown Lima also manages a loan program that is
available for S. Main Street businesses.
o Lima/Allen Council on Community Affairs (LACCA) – LACCA is located
within the District, a few blocks from S. Main. LACCA provides a host of
social and housing services that could potentially be targeted to the district
including home buyer counseling, down payment assistance and, an
Emergency Home Energy Assistance Program that assists elderly and lowincome residents with winter heating bills.
 Access professional training for Board members and staff. KCNR should join the Ohio
CDC Association and participate in selective training opportunities they sponsor. Also,
the Toledo LISC program has shown a willingness to include Lima community
development corporations in training programs they sponsor.
 Raise the necessary 1st year operating funds based upon the principle that this is not a
“zero sum game” – funding for KCNR should not be at the expense of the other Lima
CHDO, New Lima for Housing.
o Prepare a 1st year operating budget based upon recruiting an experienced
director and sharing space with another organization to reduce operating
costs.
o Establish a Fund Raising Committee that could include appropriate exofficio members of the Board that can help raise funds.
o Identify all prospective funders – these funders should include:
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City of Lima.
Local foundations.
All area lending institutions.
Private sector including area hospitals.

o Prepare a fundraising strategy for contacting prospects and requesting
financial support.
 Prepare a job description for the Executive Director position.
 Recruit a capable Executive Director, advertising through, for example, local media,
outside contacts and the Ohio CDC Association. Hiring a qualified Executive Director is
a critical step for the long term future of KCNR. The Board should wait for the qualified
individual rather than “settling” on a less qualified candidate for the sake of expediency.
 Establish a policy manual outlining KCNR’s organizational policies and procedures.
 Create a performance evaluation system in which the Board's Personnel Committee
evaluates the Director and the Director evaluates any future staff members.
 Obtain legal counsel for KCNR.
 Apply for City of Lima and State of Ohio Community Housing Development
Organization (CHDO) designation to increase the opportunity for operating grant funds.
 Change the southern boundary of KCNR from the old Erie Railroad to 4 th Street.
 Establish an active Board Committee structure. All Board members should serve on at
least one committee. Here is an example of four potential standing committees of the
Board and a general description of responsibilities. Committees should be reevaluated
each year based upon priorities.
o Executive Committee. The Executive Committee should consist of all officers
and be attended by the Executive Director. KCNR’s Executive Committee should
meet before all regular board meetings, and if necessary between these meetings,
have and exercise all powers of the Board except actions such as bylaws changes,
elections and appointments. This committee should plan the next Board meeting.
o Personnel and Membership Committee. This committee should establish
personnel policies and procedures including salaries and benefits and working
conditions and recommends actions to the Board. Personnel Committee should
also be responsible for staff recruitment, evaluation, orientation (staff and board)
and the coordination of community volunteers. This committee should also
nominate a qualified slate of officers for elections.
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o Finance Committee. This committee should be responsible for planning the
annual budget in cooperation with staff and according to available resources,
preparing budget presentations and overseeing the organization's financial
management. The Finance Committee should also explore new funding resources
and be responsible for organizing and administering fund raising initiatives.
o Economic Development Committee. The Economic Development Committee
should provide policy guidance and oversight for all economic development
initiatives.
These committees should be the standing Board committees. Other ad hoc committees
should be created as needed. The intent of the Committee structure is to help the Board
accomplish its job, not to complete the staff's responsibilities. Also, committees should be
open to non-board members to increase community participation and utilize specialized
skills.

Initial Redevelopment Project
Subsequent to KCNR’s reorganization, this plan and action agenda described in a later section
should be reviewed by the new Board of Directors and considered as a guide for moving the
organization forward. As part of the agenda, KCNR should decide upon its initial real estate
development project that can be a catalyst for the district and provide visible evidence of the
organization’s accomplishments. To accomplish these goals, KCNR should consider the
feasibility of acquiring and redeveloping the three-story IOOF Building at 705 Main Street, south
of the Kibby/S. Main intersection, for 1st floor commercial and upper floor housing. KCNR
should request a predevelopment grant from the Ohio Community Development Finance Fund to
assist with site control, environmental testing, and any other the necessary services based upon
the skills of the Executive Director.
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1st Year Action Plan
Below is the action plan for the 1st year of carrying out the Enhancement Plan. The broad long
term goals and 1st year milestones are identified for each of the primary components of the plan.
More detailed work plans to reach the milestones with the identification of the primary
department/organization responsible for these actions with a target date are also included. This
plan should guide community actions over the next year.
Resources that are needed to succeed are also identified. The intent is to continually review
progress in meeting the goals. If adequate progress is not being made, the resources needed or
the identification of prime responsibility should be reconsidered. Alternately, the actions to meet
the goal should be revised.

I. S. Main Street Corridor Enhancement
Goal:
Enhance the S. Main Street commercial corridor as an attractive and safe district that
meets the needs of community residents.
1st Year Results:
 S. Main Street business owners are engaged in the improvement process and establish a
“business patrol.”
 S. Main Street Overlay Zoning District is adopted by the City of Lima and in place.
 Kibby Corners Park is improved and has more community patronage.
 Two new businesses locate to S. Main Street.
 Two existing S. Main Street buildings are improved.
 New financial incentive programs are in place for S. Main Street.
 Vacant lot at the corner of Circular and S. Main is landscaped and improved.
 Site control is secured to expand a redevelopment site at Kibby and S. Main.
 Recruitment process for a grocery store / pharmacy is initiated.
Issues Particular to Meeting Goal:
 Improved safety and perception of the area to allow a business recruitment initiative to
succeed.
 Support of the business community regarding the establishment of the Overlay District.
 KCNR is operational.
Resources Needed to Succeed:
 Additional financial support for new/enhanced financial incentives.
 Funds to control additional property at Kibby and S. Main Streets.
 Working agreement with the Apollo Career Center.
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Action
Establish a Mayor appointed Kibby/Main Grocery
Task Force comprised of City, KCNR, AEDG and
other representatives.
Request that the Lima-Allen County Regional
Planning Commission include S. Main Street
streetscape improvements for the entire corridor as
part of its updated Long Range Plan to be eligible
for a Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient
Transportation Equity Act (SAFETEA-LU)
Transportation Enhancement Grant.
Review S. Main Street Overlay District concept
with business community and City officials to
obtain consensus on moving forward.

Responsibility
Mayor, City of Lima

Target Date
Month 1

City of Lima Public
Works

Month 1

City of Lima
Community
Development / W+S
Program
Meet with nearby property owners of Kibby Corners City of Lima Public
Park and KCNA to establish a working agreement Works, KCNR, KCNA
regarding surveillance and maintenance of the park.
S. Main Street business owners meet with City KCNA, Lima Police
Police Department to establish a “business patrol” Department
program.
Decide upon property to be controlled for expanding City of Lima in
a Kibby/Main site for a grocery/pharmacy.
cooperation with
KCNR
Prepare detailed standards and legislation for the City of Lima
Overlay District.
Community
Development / W+S
Program
Secure phase I environmental assessments for City of Lima
properties at Kibby and S. Main.
Community
Development
Begin recruitment process for a grocery/pharmacy, KCNR in partnership
beginning with “internal recruitment”
with City of Lima
Plan Commission and City Council review and City of Lima
consideration of the Overlay District
Community
Development, Plan
Commission, City
Council
Expand the Downtown Design Review Board to City of Lima,
include S. Main Street representatives
Downtown Lima
Contact Marathon Oil, owner of the vacant lot at the KCNR, City of Lima
corner of Circular and S. Main, to explain the Community
enhancement plan and request they clean and Development
landscape their property.
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Month 5
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Establish partnership agreement with Apollo Career
Center regarding helping with improvements at
Kibby Corners Park.
Research ownership of all properties and businesses
in the district -- develop and maintain a
computerized inventory system of all S. Main Street
area buildings to allow continual updating and
sorting by various building and space parameters.
Share information with Downtown Lima to be
included on their web page.
Secure Community Development Block Grant
funding to establish a Building Facade Assistance
Program focused on providing design assistance.

City of Lima Public
Works

Month 7

KCNR

Month 8

City of Lima
Community
Development, KCNR,
W+S Program
Create and publish a promotion package outlining KCNR
the advantages of the District, opportunities and the
financial incentives available.
Initiate the S. Main Street business retention KCNR in partnership
process.
with City of Lima
Secure the services of an area architect to provide City of Lima
services.
Community
Development
Abate abandoned and other illegally parked cars at City of Lima Police
S. Main vacant lots.
Department
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II. Housing and Neighborhood Improvements
Goal 1:
Sustain and enhance the overall conditions and quality of life within the Conservation
Areas.
1st Year Results:
 Enhanced stability of the Conservation Areas – high homeownership and quality conditions
are stabilized.
Issues Particular to Meeting Goal:
 Continued monitoring of conditions and engagement of area residents.
Resources Needed to Succeed:
 Funds for enhanced landscaping throughout conservation areas
Action
Responsibility
Target Date
Initiate a tree planting / landscaping program City of Lima Public
Month 3
throughout these areas. Improve the entrances at Works
Circular/S. Main and Eureka/S. Main is addressed
above.
Monitor conditions and rapidly respond to any KCNA and KCNR
Ongoing
market changes that would foster neighborhood
decline.
Organize and sustain block clubs and hold at least
KCNA
Ongoing
one social event in each area

Goal 2:
Improve and stabilize the overall conditions and quality of life within the two initial
Neighborhood Stabilization Areas.
1st Year Results:
 Neighborhood improvement process has begun for the two identified target areas.
 Homeownership rates in two target areas increase by 5%
 Reported crimes drop by 10% in target areas.
 Two vacant homes rehabilitated.
 Six occupied homes rehabilitated up to code.
 Two vacant homes not suitable for rehabilitation are demolished.
 Enhanced financing incentives available for target areas.
Issues Particular to Meeting Goal:
 Active participation, cooperation and commitment of resources of City departments and other
agencies and organizations.
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Resources Needed to Succeed:
 Pool of funds to create a lender consortium.
 Sufficient City of Lima Home funds.
 City of Lima capital improvement funds for street and curb improvements in target areas.
 Working agreement with the Allen Lima Leadership Group that is partnering with the Apollo
Career Center for the demolition of vacant properties.
Action
Responsibility
Target Date
All potential resource providers meet to discuss their City of Lima
Month 2
respective roles in the Liberty School and Whittier Community
Stabilization target areas – including City of Lima Development, W+S
Community Development, Police, Building and Program
Zoning, and Public Works Departments, LACCA,
Allen Metropolitan Housing Authority, New Lima
Housing, KCNR, KCNA and SNA. The purpose of
this initial meeting is to ensure that all available
resources appropriate for the specific target area are
available.
Identify additional private and public partners that City of Lima
Month 3
can contribute to the success of the improvement Community
process and ask for their participation.
Development, W+S
Program
Request all Lima area private lenders to participate City of Lima
Month 3
in OHFA’s First-Time Homebuyer Programs. A list Community
of all participating Lima area lenders is included in Development
the appendix.
Prepare a resource guide that clearly describes the City of Lima
Month 4
resources and available programs to help with home Community
maintenance and repair.
Development,
Meet with area lenders to establish a flexible pool of City of Lima
Month 4
rehabilitation and home purchase funds without Community
income limitations to allow anyone in the Development, Weed
neighborhood to participate.
and Seed Program
Advertise and conduct a public information meeting Sponsored by the City Month 5
in each of the two target areas to explain the of Lima.
program and solicit ideas for further enhancing the
improvement effort.
Carryout an enhanced code enforcement program
City of Lima Public
Month 6
for each of the initial two target area as described in Works
the plan.
Actively encourage residents of the area to KCNA, SNA, W + S
Ongoing
participate in available training and educational Steering Committee
opportunities within in the community.
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III. Strengthen Linkage between Downtown and S. Main Street
Goal:
Develop market rate housing along the fringes of the S. Main Street corridor
1st Year Results:
 Predevelopment process completed for developing market rate housing and a preferred
housing developer has been secured.
Issues Particular to Meeting Goal:
 Agreement among City, and Downtown Lima Inc. to make this project a priority.
 Ability to secure site control.
 Ability to attract a private developer.
Resources Needed to Succeed:
 Funds for site control and other predevelopment activities.
Action
Responsibility
Target Date
Request the Ottawa River Coalition and the Ohio City of Lima,
Month 1
Department of Natural Resources to accelerate Community
clean-up efforts along the Ottawa River.
Development
Secure funding to initiate predevelopment on City of Lima
Month 3
developing market rate housing at 325 Main Street, Community
along the north side of the Ottawa River.
Development and
Downtown Lima Inc
Request Artspace /Lima to provide public art along
Month 4
the River corridor.
Secure a long term real estate option on the above City of Lima
Month 4
described property.
Community
Development and Law,
Downtown Lima
Engage firm to conduct an analysis to decide the City of Lima
Month 5
possibility of feasibility of adaptive reuse vs. Community
demolition / new construction of this property and a Development and
market analysis for market rate housing.
Downtown Lima
Engage an environmental firm for a Phase I analysis City of Lima
Month 5
of the building and property.
Community
Development and
Downtown Lima
Rezone the subject property from Office and
City of Lima
Month 6
Business I to Class III Residential.
Community
Development
Contact experienced local developers and City of Lima
Month 6
developers that have expressed an interest in market Community
rate downtown Lima housing, for the purpose of Development and
soliciting a redevelopment proposal.
Downtown Lima
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If the above steps are unsuccessful, prepare and
distribute a Request for Proposals to solicit
proposals from regional developers experienced
with market rate multifamily housing.

City of Lima
Community
Development and
Weed and Seed
Program
Execute a development agreement with the selected City of Lima
housing developer.
Community
Development and
Downtown Lima
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IV. Restructuring Kibby Corners Neighborhood Revitalization Inc. (KCNR)
Goal:
Restructure KCNR into an effective community development corporation with an active Board
of Directors and professional staff primarily focused on rebuilding the S. Main Street District in
partnership with the City, other community organizations and the private sector.
1st Year Results:
 KCNR is restructured with an active Board of Directors.
 Board committees have been established and are actively meeting – all board members are
active in at least one committee.
 Non-board members are recruited to committees.
 Alliance has been established with another community organization to reduce operating costs
and improve effectiveness.
 Fund raising drive for KCNR’s 1 st year of operation reaches its goal.
 A professional Executive Director has been successfully recruited.
 All Board members have participated in a training program.
 KCNR’s 1st real estate development project along S. Main Street has been identified and
predevelopment funds have been secured and process has begun.
 Partnerships have been developed between KCNR and other economic development
organizations in the community.
 Business recruitment and retention initiatives have begun.
Issues Particular to Meeting Goal:
 Willingness of public and private sectors to recognize need for a community based
organization to spearhead economic development initiatives.
 Ability to raise necessary operating budget.
 Securing a qualified economic development specialist to serve as Executive Director
Resources Needed to Succeed:
 Operating funds to hire staff and cover overhead.
 Predevelopment funds to begin initial real estate development project.
Action
Responsibility
Target Date
A community meeting is conducted to elect a new KCNR leadership,
Month 1
Board of Directors based upon the recommendations Weed and Seed
of the Steering Committee reestablishing the Program
organization.
Meet with New Lima Housing for the Future, KCNR Executive
Month 2
Downtown Lima and LACCA to establish a Committee, Weed and
strategic alliance with another organization to Seed Program
reduce operating costs and increase effectiveness.
Prepare a 1st year operating budget based upon the KCNR
Executive Month 2
alliance and recruiting a qualified director.
Committee, Weed and
Seed Program
Prepare a job description for the Executive Director KCNR Executive
Month 2
position.
Committee, Weed and
Seed Program
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Establish a Board level fund raising task force with
ex-officio members if necessary to identify
prospects and prepare a fund raising strategy.
Conduct a visit to another city with CDC
accomplishments to learn from their experiences
Raise the necessary 1st year operating funds based
upon the principle that this is not a “zero sum game”
– funding for KCNR should not be at the expense of
the other Lima CHDO, New Lima.
Recruit an Executive Director, advertising through,
for example, local media, outside contacts and the
Ohio CDC Association. The Board should wait for
the qualified individual rather than “settling” on a
less qualified candidate for the sake of expediency.
Review the feasibility of redeveloping the 1st
“catalyst project’ such as the three-story IOOF
Building at 705 Main Street for 1st floor commercial
and upper floor housing.
Secure predevelopment funds for initial project –
apply to Ohio Finance Fund for a predevelopment
grant.
Begin the retention and attraction processes for the
district.
All board members participate in at least one
training program.
Work with the City of Lima for initiating the
redevelopment process for the two vacant corners at
Kibby and S. Main.
Monitor the process for designing a grade separation
at S. Main Street.
Monitor the process for Global Energy and related
developments and provide support and assistance as
needed.
Work with the City Police Department for the
establishment of a “business patrol” program along
S. Main Street.

KCNR Executive
Committee, Weed and
Seed Program
All KCNR Board
members
City of Lima Mayor,
KCNR Executive
Committee, Weed and
Seed Program
KCNR Executive
Committee, Weed and
Seed Program

Month 2

KCNR Director

Month 7

KCNR Director

Month 8

KCNR Director

Month 8

KCNR Board

Ongoing

KCNR Director

Ongoing

KCNR Director

Ongoing

KCNR Director

Ongoing

KCNR Director,
KCNA, City of Lima
Police Department

Ongoing
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V. Sustaining Progress
Goal: Sustain, Monitor and Evaluate Progress in Carrying Out the Enhancement Plan
1st Year Results:
A seamless transition from the Weed and Seed Steering Committee to a new coalition to monitor
and evaluate conditions and progress in carrying out the plan.
Issues Particular to Meeting Goal: Long term willingness of Weed and Seed Steering
Committee to continue its work and reorganize.
Resources Needed to Succeed: Ongoing resource commitment of the City of Lima and other
representatives to the Weed and Seed Steering Committee and a subsequent committee.
Action
Responsibility
Target Date
Weed and Seed Steering Committee transforms to a Weed and Seed
Month 10
“Crime Prevention Coalition” or a similar name that Steering Committee
monitors conditions and helps implement a
coordinated and comprehensive strategy aimed at
reducing crime and improving conditions in the
neighborhood.
New committee reviews its composition and recruits Weed and Seed
Month 10
additional partners as needed.
Steering Committee
Monitor and evaluate progress in meeting plan goals Weed and Seed
Ongoing
and strategies – modify plan as conditions change Steering Committee
and new opportunities are realized.
Closely track and monitor crime statistics within the Weed and Seed
Ongoing
target areas on a monthly basis using Lima Police Steering Committee
Department data and mapping software.
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Request for Proposals
To
Redevelop the Properties Located at Kibby Street and S. Main Street
City of Lima
A. Purpose
The City of Lima seeks proposals from qualified developers to redevelop two properties located
at the northwest and southeast corners of Kibby Street and S. Main Street. The City is seeking
neighborhood retail and personal service businesses at these sites including a full service
grocery, pharmacy and a branch bank. Both of these sites have been cleared and are owned by
the City of Lima. The property at the northwest corner consists of ____ acres and the property at
the southeast corner consists of _____ acres. There may also be opportunities to expand each of
these two sites.
Kibby and S. Main Street is the historic heart of the S. Main Street commercial corridor, and is
immediately south of Downtown Lima. The Kibby/S. Main intersection is one of the busiest in
Allen County. The average daily traffic (vehicles/day) at Kibby and S. Main Streets is shown
below:

(6,652)
Kibby Street (8,755)

(7,842)

(4,919)
S. Main Street
Source: Lima-Allen County Regional Planning Commission

The appraised values of the property is $__________ at the northwest corner and $__________
at the southeast corner as documented by the appraisal reports attached as Exhibit A of this
Request for Proposals.
A Phase I Environmental Assessment is also included as Attachment B
A Retail Report ® for the S. Main Street commercial district has been prepared by HyettPalma, a
national consulting firm specializing in the economic enhancement of older business districts.
This Retail Report ® is included as Attachment C. This report, prepared December 2006 using
the latest data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, reveals consumer spending patterns in this
trade area for a wide range of neighborhood retail and personal services.
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Both properties are within a Community Reinvestment Areas of the City and could be eligible
for up to 100% property tax abatement on improvements for up to 15 years.
Developers can submit proposal for one or both of these two sites.
The proposal shall be submitted no later than ___________ to:
Catherine Garlock, Chief of Staff
City of Lima
50 Town Square
Lima, Ohio 45801-4900
(419) 221-5282
catherine.garlock@cityhall.lima.oh.us
Five copies of the proposal shall be submitted in writing prepared on standard-size reproducible
paper. The proposal shall follow the headings and format presented in the next section of this
RFP. Following the receipt of qualified proposals The City of Lima will schedule oral interviews
with each developer. The format for the interview will be presented to the developer at the time
of official notification of the interview.
B. Submission Requirements / Format of Proposals
Proposals shall be written and submitted in the following format using the headings presented
below for the organization of responses. Respondents shall answer all questions asked and
provide a sufficient level of detail to enable evaluation of the proposal.
 Developer – provide the name, address, phone number and e-mail address of the
proposed owner(s) of the project. Also provide contact information for persons that can
speak for the owner.
 Overview of Proposal – provide a description of the proposal that indicates a clear
understanding of the desired results. If the proposal deviates from the stated goals and
objectives presented within the Statement of Purpose section of this RFP, explain in
detail the deviation and reason for the deviation.
 Price – Proposed price to be paid for the real estate.
 Previous Experience / Qualifications – Present a list of three (3) previously completed
projects similar to the project proposed. Provide the name and location of each project
and provide enough detail about each project to enable a comparison of the projects with
the proposed project.
 Project and Financial References – provide the names, addresses and phone numbers
and relevant positions of banking and professional references for the three (3) above
noted projects. Present a copy of your firm’s most recently audited financial statement.
 Participant in the Project – Identify each participant in the project. Identify their role
and give an overview of their previous experience.
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 Detailed Plan of Action – Provide a detailed overview of how the proposal will be
implemented. Include a step-by-step plan for all elements of the project. Include a time
schedule for completion of each element and a cost estimate for each element. Present the
material in both written and graphic form. The time schedule and cost estimate should be
presented in a matrix format, as well as described in a narrative manner. Provide a site
plan, typical elevations and preliminary floor plans for all proposed construction.
 Financing of the Project – Describe how the proposal will be financed. Identify the
method, source of funds and amounts from each source. Provide evidence of funding
commitments if available. If financial support or other incentives from the City of Lima
is expected, describe what is expected.
 Impact of Proposal – Describe the probable economic impact of the proposal, including
the number of construction and permanent jobs to be created; tax revenue to be generated
from the project; local firms to be utilized in the project and their respective roles;
number of minority jobs to be created and the name of minority firms to be utilized with
an identification of their respective roles; and the regional economic impact of the
proposal.
 Management Plan – Present a detailed management plan for the project’s
implementation and the operation of the finished project. Identify the method of
management to be employed and the identity of the individuals and/or firms to be
responsible for each element o the management plan.
 Promotion and Marketing -- Describe how the project will be promoted and marketed.
Identify the individuals and/or firms to be responsible for promotion and marketing.

C. Evaluation of Proposals
All proposals will be evaluated by the City of Lima based upon these criteria:
 Proposal’s merits as compared with the City of Lima’s objectives;
 Previous relevant experience/qualifications of the developer;
 Consistency with Design Guidelines prepared as part of the proposed S. Main Street
Overlay District.
 Project and financial references;
 Qualifications of the participants in the project;
 Schedule of completion;
 Financing of the proposal;
 Economic impact of the propose project;
 Management plan;
 Promotion and marketing of the proposal.

D. Special Conditions
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E. Owners Right to Reject Proposals
The owner reserves the right to reject proposals received or to negotiate in any manner necessary
to serve the best interests of the owner.

F. Pre-Proposal Conference
The City of Lima is hosting a Pre-Proposal Conference for potential developers scheduled for
_______________ at ____________. This meeting will include a tour of the two redevelopment
sites.
Questions concerning the Proposal should be submitted by e-mail to Catherine Garlock, City of
Lima, Chief of Staff at catherine.garlock@cityhall.lima.oh.us
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Current Resources to Support Housing and Economic Development
Community Reinvestment Areas
The target area is within three Community Reinvestment Areas (CRA) -- #2, 3 and 5 that allow
property tax abatement on major improvements resulting from remodeling and construction.
CRA District #2 includes the Downtown area north of the Ottawa River. In this area, the
following generally applies;
 New residential construction 100% for 15 years from completion.
 Remodeling residential 1-2 family 100% for 10 years from completion.
 Remodeling residential 2+ family 100% for 12 years from completion.
 New commercial or industrial construction up to 100% abatement for up to 15 years from
completion. (Prior negotiation)
 Remodeling commercial or industrial construction up to 100% abatement for up to 12
years from completion. (Prior negotiation
CRA District #3 is south of the River to 1st Street and the East side of S. Main to 4th
Street. In this area, the following generally applies;
 New residential construction 100% for 15 years from completion.
 Remodeling residential 1-2 family 100% for 10 years from completion. [$2,500+ ]
 Remodeling residential 2+ family 100% for 12 years from completion. [$5,000+]
This district does not currently include remodeling and new construction of commercial and
industrial properties although the City is proposing changes to allow commercial and
industrial abatement when appropriately zoned. This change will allow CRA abatement to be
used as a financial incentive within the commercial corridor.
CRA District # 5 is 1st to 4th Street on the West side of S. Main
 New commercial or industrial construction up to 100% abatement for up to 15 years from
completion.
 Remodeling commercial or industrial construction up to 100% abatement for up to 12
years from completion.
Residential abatements are not permitted in this industrial district.

New Lima Housing for the Future
New Lima Housing for the Future – New Lima is the only community development corporation
and CHDO in Lima. This organization has developed new single family housing including
Whittier Place consisting of 12 new homes for homeowners and 60 lease-purchase homes codeveloped with Miller Valentine Group as part of a lease-purchase development that included
both a new subdivision and scattered site homes.
Habitat for Humanity
Habitat for Humanity, Lima Area, Inc. is a locally run affiliate of Habitat for Humanity
International, a nonprofit, ecumenical Christian housing organization. Habitat for Humanity
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works in partnership with people in need to build and renovate decent, affordable housing. The
houses then are sold to those in need at no profit and with no interest charged.
Emergency Home Repairs
This program managed by the City of Lima assists homeowners with incomes below 50% of median
income who need emergency home repairs. Program primarily benefits very low-income elderly
homeowners through a maximum grant of $5,000. The program deals with substandard and
deteriorated properties which do not provide safe and adequate housing and which endanger the
health and safety of the occupants. Emergency repairs include electrical, plumbing, heating, and
roofs.
HOME ReNEW
This housing program is a low-interest home repair loan offered to City resident homeowners
whose income falls below 80% of the median income. The program offers a maximum loan
amount of $25,000 with interest as low as 3% and terms up to 15 years. The program is geared
toward rehabilitation (rather than remodeling) with an emphasis on houses with building code
violations.
AL-DAP
This program can provide up to a $3,000. down payment/closing costs for a first time home
buyer. The client is required to "earn" credits toward this money by attending LACCA’s classes.
This program is managed by LACCA and uses State Housing Trust funds.
Lima LAND Bank Program
The purpose of the LAND Bank Program is to take tax delinquent, “nonproductive lands” within
the City corporate limits and return it to a positive tax revenue generating status. Properties must
be tax delinquent for five years to be eligible for LAND bank acquisition. Adjacent property
owners are eligible to acquire the property and combine existing and LAND property into one
taxable lot of record, or a LAND parcel can be acquired and used for new construction purposes.
Home Ownership Counseling
LACCA provides twelve hours of home ownership classes through a program that identifies the
process in which home ownership is accomplished. Speakers discuss home financing,
establishing and maintaining good credit, home repair, home maintenance, and the value of
neighborhood associations.
E-HEAP
The Emergency Home Energy Assistance Program assists elderly and low-income families with
winter heating bills. This program can help up to $175.00 to a client that has had their utilities
shut off or received a disconnect notice from the gas or electric company and $450 for those
using bulk fuels. Clients must be income eligible (175% of poverty) and register on the PIPP
(Percentage of Income Payment Plan).This program is managed by LACCA.
State Home Mortgage Assistance
The Ohio Housing Finance Agency (OHFA) has a First-Time Homebuyer Program for low- and
moderate-income households. This program makes purchasing a home more affordable for
qualifying homebuyers by offering 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage loans at an interest rate below
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comparable market rates. OHFA's current program offers a two-tiered interest rate structure
providing borrowers the flexibility of choosing a mortgage rate that best fits their needs.
Homebuyers not needing assistance with their down payment and closing costs can take
advantage of OHFA's available mortgage rate. For homebuyers who have the need, down
payment and closing cost assistance is available with a slightly higher mortgage rate.
My Ohio Mortgage highlights
 Minimum homebuyer out of pocket
 Fixed interest rate
 1 percent origination; zero discount points
 Loan-to-value up to 100 percent
 Less than perfect credit histories and nontraditional credit accepted
 Section 8 homeownership vouchers accepted as income
 Community Solutions™ option with additional flexibility for teachers, police
officers, firefighters and health care workers.
Down payment assistance
In addition, OHFA also offers down payment and closing cost assistance to eligible
borrowers, which can greatly reduce their out-of-pocket expense. Homebuyers can
choose between a down payment assistance grant in an amount equal to 2% of the home's
purchase price, or a second mortgage in an amount up to 4% of the purchase price of the
home secured by the
The program is available to first-time homebuyers or anyone purchasing a home in a targeted
area. The entire City of Lima is a target area. Homebuyers apply for and receive mortgage loans
through a network of participating lenders. Participating lenders in Allen County are listed
below:
 American Home Mortgage
 Broadview Mortgage
 Fifth Third Mortgage
 First Federal Bank of the Midwest (Schmidt)
 Huntington Mortgage Co.
 Liberty Savings Bank
 Liberty Savings Bank
 Real Living Mortgage (WF)
 Residential Bancorp
 State Bank and Trust
 Union Bank Company
 US Bank Home Mortgage
 Villa Mortgage Inc.
 Wells Fargo Home Mortgage
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Current Resources to Support Economic Development
The City of Lima, West Central Development Corporation and Allen County administer several
programs aimed at creating and retaining local jobs.
Tax Incentives
Urban Jobs and Enterprise Zone Program. Special tax incentives may be offered to
businesses who agree to invest in job generating capital improvements. In order to receive tax
incentives under the Lima Urban Jobs and Enterprise Zone Program, the project and investment
must result in new jobs being created, or existing jobs being retained. The business will be
expected to employ Lima and Allen County residents and utilize local vendors/contractors to the
greatest extent possible. Businesses are required to make a substantial investment: $100,000 for a
new facility, $75,000 for expansion projects, renovation projects require an investment of 50% of
the value of the market value of the facility prior to renovation, and for occupancy projects
expenditures to alter or repair a vacant facility must equal at least 20% of the market value of the
facility prior to such expenditures,
Allen County Enterprise Zones. Allen County is considered a "situationally distressed" area
due to recent defense-related downsizing. The county therefore is able to offer a 13.5% tax credit
on new machinery and equipment. Allen County is one of the few counties in the State of Ohio
able to offer this additional 6.5% credit (the standard credit is 7%).
Community Reinvestment Areas.
The City of Lima has established five Community Reinvestment Areas previously described.
Machinery and Equipment Tax Credit
A tax credit of 13.5% is provided to companies in Lima who make qualifying investments. The
tax credit is for new machinery and equipment that is used for manufacturing.
Lima New Jobs Program.
The purpose of this program, offered by the City of Lima, is to provide an incentive for the
creation and retention of jobs in the City of Lima, and to maintain Lima’s competitiveness as a
site for location of new businesses and the expansion of existing businesses. This program can be
used in conjunction with any other Federal, State of Ohio, or City of Lima economic
development incentive program. It is also made available to surrounding areas participating in
non-withdrawal annexation and businesses annexing into the City. Eligible businesses include
any for- or non-profit business located within or annexing into the City of Lima, but excluding
government entities.
SBA 504 Loan.
Provides long-term fixed-rate financing for major fixed assets for for-profit businesses.
Qualifying businesses will not have tangible net worth in excess of $7 million and does not have
an average net income in excess of $2.5 million after taxes for the preceding two years. This
SBA Program is administered by West Central Development Corporation (WCDC) that was
created to assist in the expansion and retention of employment opportunities for the individuals
of West Central Ohio.
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Downtown Lima Development Loan Program
The Downtown Lima Development Loan Program has recently been expanded to include the
portion of S. Main Street between the Ottawa River and Vine Street. This program is a revolving
loan program that provides growing businesses with long-term, fixed rate financing for major
fixed assets (such as land, buildings, and equipment), as well as inventory and operating
expenses. Typically, a project includes a loan secured with a senior lien from a private-sector
lender covering up to 50% of the project costs, a loan secured with a junior lien from the
Downtown Lima Development Loan Program covering up to $50,000 of the costs (not to exceed
90% of the total project costs), and a contribution of at least 10% equity from the small business.
This program is also managed by West Central Development Corporation.
SBA 7(a) Loan Program
SBA 7(a) loans are the most basic and most used type loan of SBA's business loan programs. All
7(a) loans are provided by lenders who are called participants because they participate with SBA
in the 7(a) program. 7(a) loans are only available on a guaranty basis. This means they are
provided by lenders who choose to structure their own loans by SBA's requirements and who
apply and receive a guaranty from SBA on a portion of this loan. Under the guaranty concept,
commercial lenders make and administer the loans. The business applies to a lender for their
financing.
Small Business Training and Technical Assistance
The Small Business Development Centers of Ohio (SBDC of Ohio) provide free, professional,
in-depth and confidential business consulting and training to new and existing entrepreneurs.
This program is managed by the Ohio SBDC at Rhodes State College
Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
Put simply, TIF is an economic development tool that allows municipalities to invest in public
improvements, attract private investment in an approved district, and utilize property tax from
the increased tax base within that district (the tax increment) to pay back the loans needed for the
initial public investment. When initial public costs are recovered, the district is terminated, and
its increased value is returned to the general city tax base.

Current Training Resources
Here is a summary of some of the primary training programs that can provide support for the
implementation of the Enhancement Plan.
Microenterprise Training
Lima/Allen Council on Community Affairs (LACCA) manages a Microenterprise Training
program that provides training to develop a small business. Classes run periodically throughout
the year.
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Rhodes State College
Rhodes State College provides over 100 associate degrees and certificate programs in business,
allied health, and engineering and industrial technologies. This College is partnering with the
Weed and Seed program as part of the initiative to provide further education and training for City
residents.
UAW / Ford / Rhodes State College Training Center
This training center is located on the grounds of the Ford Motor Company Lima Engine Plant.
The facility is available tat no charge to any company in Allen County. The facility features
classrooms with full audio/visual capabilities, technical meeting rooms, computer application lab
specific application labs and a 300-seat auditorium.
Apollo Career Center
Apollo Career Center has a wide range of adult education and a division of trainers called
Customized Training for Business and Industry (CTBI). Apollo’s CTBI group offers quality
training based upon practical techniques to improve employer skills. Programs include business
and performance management, computers and office administration, public safety, information
technology, manufacturing and transportation.
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Members of the Weed and Seed Steering Committee

Rev. Bob Horton, Chairperson
Joel Carter
Penny Daniel
Donna Dickman
Connie M. Dershem
Beverly C. Leary
Kathleen Fenton
Catherine A. Garlock
Kevin J. Martin
Barbara Massa
Amy S. Odum
John Schneider
Londell L.Smith
Paige Townsend
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List of Persons Interviewed for the Community Leader and Stakeholder
Interview Report
1. Fred Barrington, Director, Downtown Lima
2. David Berger, Mayor, City of Lima
3. Craig Brown, Small Business Development, Rhodes State College
4. William, Brown, Building and Zoning Administrator, City of Lima
5. Phil Buell, Director, Superior Federal Credit Union
6. Will Cason, Vice president, Human Resources, St. Rita’s Medical Center
7. Steve Cleaves, Director, Finance Department, City of Lima
8. Kristi Clouse, Director of Marketing, Allen Economic Development Group
9. Dan Curtice, Grace United Methodist Church
10. Howard Elstro, Director, Public Works, City of Lima
11. James Foust, Fire Chief, City of Lima
12. Catherine Garlock, Chief of Staff, City of Lima
13. Greg Garlock, Police Chief, City of Lima
14. Jerry Good, VP, Allen Economic Development Group
15. Larry Goodman, Housing Director, LACCA
16. Mark Heffner, Fire Department, City of Lima
17. Bob Horton, Chairperson, Weed and Seed Steering Committee
18. Barbara Massa, Executive Director, New Lima Housing for the Future
19. Tom Mazur, Director, Lima-Allen County Regional Planning Commission
20. Glenda McBide, Assistant VP, Sky Bank
21. Amy Odum, Director, Department of Community Development, City of Lima
22. Jacque Daley-Perrin, VP for College Advancement, Rhodes State College
23. Cindi Ring Parr, Executive Director, Allen Metropolitan Housing Authority
24. Dan Reiff, Allen County Commissioner
25. Tom Redding, former President of Kibby Corners Neighborhood Revitalization Inc. (KCNR)
26. Jesus Sadiua, Department of Community Development, City of Lima
27. John Schneider, Executive Director, Pathfinder Houser, KCNR Officer
28. Rick Stolly, Parks and Recreation Department, City of Lima
29. Michael Swick, President and CEO, Lima Memorial Health System
30. Paige Townsend, 7th Ward Councilor, City of Lima
31. Ed Williams, Kibby Corners Neighborhood Association
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